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Mayora l candidates debate issues on camp us
By STEVEN WEINBERG
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Agreeing on most issues, candidates for Waterville mayor debating
on the night of Oct. 20 on campus
showed the major differences between

them was in personality. Incumbent
mayor Republican Paul LePage and
challenger Democrat city councilman
Donald DuFour answered questions
ranging from the economic future of
Waterville and its surrounding cities to
whether or not college students should
vote in local elections.

The debate presented only one of
the choices greeting Maine voters on
the upcoming Nov. 8 ballot. In Maine,
voters also decide on Question 1, an
attempt to overturn a recent law preventing discrimination based upon
sexuality; a new Waterville city charter: as well as several state bond issues

totaling over $80 million.
LePage's larger presence and
speaking abilities loomed over
DuFour as they faced off to a full
crowd consisting of town residents
and Colby students in the Olin Science
Center. LePage appeared more comfortable at the debate than his challenger, offering concise opening and
closing statements and stumbling on
only the question of college students
voting in local elections.
In contrast, DuFour spoke quietly
throughout the debate. He waffled
over a basic question by moderator
David Offer, executive . editor of the
Central Maine Newspapers, midway
through asking the city council man
what differed him from the mayor.
Without a clear answer he shifted his
response to the controversy surrounding the former high school on Oilman
street that was bought by a developer
for $215,000 who now wants to
rezone the school for resale at over $1
million. DuFour thought the mayor,
along with the rest of city council that
voted in favor of the initial transaction, had made a clear mistake.
Both candidates supported the new
city charter, efforts to end prostitution
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Continued on Page 2

Mayor PaulLePage (R) listens as Donald DuFour (D) makes a statement during the Oct. 20 mayoral debate.

Campus residents find bigoted remarks in dorm
By BEN HERBST
NEWS EDITOR

Several doors and a men's room
mirror were defaced on the first floor
of Coburn Hall on the night of
Friday, Oct. 21. The incident has
caused an outcry through emails and
digest announcements from administrators and students alike. The
administration has suspects, but has
released no names.
Security responded to a call from
a Coburn resident at 11:21 p.m. that
night, and "we saw that a number of
boards had been written on with
some pretty nasty, vulgar stuff," said
Director of Security Pete Chenevert.
One of the boards had a racial
epithet written and a swastika drawn
on it.
The investigation began Friday
night, security officers began interviewing residents and other people
in the dorm, and taking pictures of
the comments. The investigation is

now under the command of the Dean
of Students Office. "We have suspects and they have been turned over
to the Dean of Students Office. At
this point, the Dean's office is
putting a case together," Chenevert
said. In regard to the suspects, he
could only confirm that they were
Colby students; he could not reveal
names, class years or residences.
However, one student has told The
Echo that he is one of the suspects.
Patrick Collins '08 says he has been
unfairly targeted by students on campus. The Dean of Students Office the
student on Saturday that he had been
named by several different people
during their investigation.
During meetings with Kassman
on Monday, Collins found out that
he was an official suspect in the case.
"From what I gathered from what
[Vice President for Student Affairs
and Dean of Students Janice
Kassman] said, basically a number
of students had mentioned to her if
anybody could have or did do it, I

would be their prime suspect,
Collins said. At that time he was
informed by Kassman that "students
said I am the biggest asshole around
and therefore that would lead them
to assume that I would be capable of
doing that heinous crime," Collins
said . - ¦<¦ ¦ . . . . ¦¦»• . ¦' . '•• .¦¦¦: ¦ ¦ - •¦:
Also on Monday, he brought a
witness to corroborate his story during his meeting with the dean. "I
think they are going to continue their
investigation with what they have to
go on, and quite frankly when I left I
wasn't sure if I was still being considered or not. I told her what I had
to say and I hope that it cleared
enough of the matter to at least close
the issue," Collins said.
At the time of printing, Collins
had plans to meet with Associate
Dean
Mark
Sardjenian
on
Wednesday, Oct. 26.
Serdjenian is running the investigation for the Deans Office. He
declined an Echo interview, saying
that at this time he had no comment.

"It is a pretty small campus. I certainly can't guarantee that we will
find the person, but I expect anyone
with information to come forward,"
said Kassman in an interview on
Oct. 24.
Coburn Hall President Ta-Chung
Ong '07 addressed the incident at the
Oct. 23 Presidents' Council meeting.
Expressing obvious frustration , he
said "it's really disconcerting that
things like this still happen."
According to Chenevert, this is an
example of a biased incident, not a
hate crime. "A hate crime has to be a
crime that happened and motivated
by hate," said Chenevert. "This is
what
we
call
a
biased
incident...because technically there
was no vandalism." Since the markings were done with erasable marker
it is not considered vandalism.
The Attorney General's Office in
Augusta and the Waterville Police
Department have both been notified
Continued on Page 3

J itney serv ice, conduct of passengers raise questions
By BEN HERBST

j

i

NEWS EDITOR

j The conduct of passengers on the
Jitney and the limitations of the service have caused recent controversy
on campus. Disorderly be havior ,
mostly during weekend shifts , is being
experienced by Jitney drivers and dispatchers al ike.
• "Wc have behavior problems not
»j>nly on the Jitney but officers in the
dispatch arc being harassed as
well ," Director of Security Pete
Chenevert said.
: Disgruntled or otherwise distracted
passengers have been acting inapproi
printcly while in the Jitney van , nnd
been p lacin g occupan t s in don gcr by
their behavior. Dccau.se of these problems, several drivers have quit working, and according- to Chenevert the
Jitney has not been able to run nt times
because of a lack of drivers. The prob-

lems have been so severe that several
drivers have had to pull over the van
and call Security for help.
Alread y una ppealin g shi t
f s, su ch as
those going until 2 a.m. on weekend
nights, are extremely difficult to fill ,
and while Security is "try ing to put
folks out there," the abuse is too much
for many drivers, according to
Chenevert. In addition to the abuse
received by d rivers , the dispatchers
receive inappropriate complaints from
students waiting for Jitney service.
"The toughest thing with the Jitney
is that it 's a student-run service...!!
students don 't wont to do this, then it
won 't work," Student Government
Association
President
Donnic
O'Cnlloghan '06 said during nn Oct.
24 interview. All Jitney drivers nre
work-study students working for
Security. While hiring n part-time driver is out of the question in the current
budget , O'Cnllnghan said if the Jitney
is placed highly enough in importance
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We have behavior problems
not only on the
the Jitney but
officers in the
dispatch are
being harassed
as well.

had a history of ending the fiscal
year in debt, ranging from $18,000
EDITOR IN CHIEF
to $91,000. SGA was able to roll
over money from last year and
As student clubs and organiza- from the 2003-2004 year. There
tions plan their events for the year, was an increase of $69,303, or 27
many face the problem of limited percent, in the amount of funding
funding. Budgets for student clubs requested from clubs, from last
are allocated by the Student year. Because of the increase in the
Government
Association requested amount, DePre said he
Treasurer, Justin DePre '06.
created a "slightly more conserva"It should be noted that it was tive budget" than the one that
an exceptional year with how existed last year. "By doing more
things were done," DePre said. conservative budgets, I will be able
"The audit procedure took place a to see how clubs are spending the
month later than expected, so that money. I'll be willing to help give
added the task of figuring out the more funding to clubs that report
budget without having as much good use of funds."
info as Peyton [McElyea '05, SGA
In many cases SGA is not able
Treasurer '04-'05] was privy to to provide clubs with the requested
last year."
amount of
DePre stressed that
money; part
there is no specific,
of the reason for this
mathematical formula
is
the
as to how he decided
i
n
c
r
e
a
se
the amount of funding
each year in
each club would
the number
receive. "There are so
of clubs on
many non-quantitacampus.
tive things to considWhen a club
er," he said. DePre
is formed, it
said he looked at the
typicall y
budget request forms
that clubs turn in the
Justin DePre '06 r e c e i v e' s
$200 for a
previous spring, how
SGA Treasurer
budget. This
much money the club
amount is
spent last year and the
length of time the club has existed appropriated to ensure that there
at Colby. "I consider myself to be will be sufficient funding throughas unbiased as possible [in decid- out the year for new clubs that get
ing the budgets for each club]," approved. This amount also allows
for a good deal of fiscal oversight,
DePre said.
The total available budget this especially this year, where demand
year is $249,890 DePre said, which for general club funding is well
is about $1,500 less than the SGA beyond the total available budget.
budget last year. DePre accounted "In the spring semester when I can
this difference to a rollover of more accurately estimate how
$9,725 from the 2004-2005 fiscal
Continued on Page 2
year. He noted in past years SGA
By KATIE HAMM
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Debate planned on campus on Question I:
referendum on equal rights for homosexuals
By STEVEN WEINBERG
EDITOR IN CHIEF

If you still don't know what all
those "No on Question 1" signs
an d bum p er st ickers aroun d
Waterville and campus are, a
debate held on campus Nov. 2
should clear things up.
Question 1 asks if Maine voters
want to repeal the Maine Human
Ri ghts Act, p nssed last sprin g
extending anti-discrimination rights
to homosexuals. The effort to bring
the repeal option to referendum
came as a result of a petition drive
by Christinn groups such as tlie
Christian Civic League (CCL) fearing the law might be used to legalize gay marriage among other
moral concerns. The campaign to
stop the repeal of the law is being
led by Maine Won't Discriminate
(MWD), a Mnine human rights
organization. A "yes" vote on the
referendum repeals tlio net while a
"no" vote keeps it in place.
The Nov. 2 debate will feature
CCL director Michael Heath facing
off with Ted O'Mcara of MWD.
The two men represent the most
visible faces of the two sides of
Question 1. Harriet S. Wiswcll and
George C. Wiswell Jr. Associate
Professor
of
American
Constitutional Law Joseph Reisert
will
moderate the debate.
Describing it, Reiscrt snid , "In the

past, both sides have talked past
each other. The hope is to find a
way of requiring each side to
engage pretty directly with what
the other side has to say."
The debate will occur at 7 p.m.
in the Given auditorium on Nov. 2.
It is being coordinated by the
Gold farb Cen ter for Public Affairs
and Civic Engagement as part of
the William R. Cotter Lecture
Series.
The words of CCL lender Heath
have proved particularly galvanizing in past debates and college
appearances. No student groups
could confirm plans for protests or
gatherings before the debate.
By press time, The Leagu e of
Pro gressive voters, The Bri dge ond
the Colby Democrats could not
confirm any organized events to be
held in conjunction with the
debnte. All groups did, however,

reiterate their clubs firm stand to
vote "no" on Question 1.

Co-President of the Colby
Republicans Jack Sisson said the
clu b had no plans to organize an
event around the debnte. In art
email he cxploined the club's position on the issue. He snid they are
nn , "inclusive grou p that recognizes the wide range of opinions on
social policy. Civic engagement is
botli a public and n private concern,
nnd wc encournge all students vote
their conscience on this issue."
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I consider
myself to be as
unbiased as
possible [in
deciding the
budgets for
each club]...

Check out the new
op-art section on
Page 7,

Check out the
"Reaching the
World: A
Campaign for
Colby" on Page 4.
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perhaps SGA should recommend a ensure safety for drivers and other
passengers.
change
to
the
The
respect
College. Chenevert
issue was • first
resisted this idea, sayb rought
to
ing, "I'd like to keep
Presidents ' Council
those student jobs."
during their Oct, 17
He contended that if
emergency mcctr
the drivers got more
Security
ing. "Apparently
respect,
[Jitney d rivers and
woul d n 't have any
security officers]
issues staffing the
shifts.
have been having
weekend
to
deal with some
t
u
d
ents
Dean o f S
President
downright
horrenan d Vice
a
irs
havior
dous be
,"
for Academic Aff
O'Cnllnghan told
Janice Kassman sai d
Peter Chenevert PC. During the disthnt th e College mny
Director of Security cussion of the
have to introduce
scvcrol
some type of moniJitney,
presidents
dorm
toring system or ride
n l on g pro gram , since the ' driver enn 't suggested that the Jitney service be
be m onit orin g whnt' s going on in the suspended , either temporarily or for
back of the bus." She added thnt "it's the rest of the year. Leonard Hnll
really disheartening thnt [the College]
Cont i nue d on Pa ge 3
would have to go to that length" to

SGA completes final
student club budgets
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MAYORAL DEBATE: Candidates discusspositions on issues about Watervilleand Golby

Waterville,M E O490 1

KATIEHAMM and STEVE WEINBERG

Continued From Page 1

•
BOTH EDtTOR IN CHIEF
HU1 KIM, LAYOUT EDITOR
BEN HERBST, NEWS EDITOR
JULIA
GELSTEIN, ASST. LAYOUT EDITOR
MERLE EISENBERG, OPINIONS EDITOR .
LUCIA GIORDANO, BUSINESS MANAGER
NOAH BALAZS , PHOTO EDITOR
NICK BAZARIAN, AD MANAGER
DANA EISENBERG, PHOTO EDITOR
EMILY LAWRENCE, AD MANAGER
ALEXA LINDAUER , SPORTS EDITOR
TOMAS VOROBJOV, WEBMASTER
ANNIE KEARNEY, FEATURES EDITOR
, • HOOTIE GIANGRECO, ART COORDINATOR . .
JULIE WILSON , A&E EDITOR
BAYLEY LAWRENCE, COPY EDTTOR . ,
MOLLY WARREN, ASST. PHOTO EDITOR

and the need for more police officers in town. They both also supported
the
proposed
Waterville-Winslow high school
consolidation plans. However, in
their support LePage stressed the
benefits of the consolidation while
DuFour stressed the need for more
time to answer all the questions
surrounding the consolidation.
They also agreed the city needs to
revitalize its economy, both commending the efforts of local civic
organizations to this effect.
When Offer asked if college students should vote in local elections
to the two candidates, their

The ColbyEcho.is a weekly newspaper published by the students of Colby College
'
;
on Thursday of each week the College is in session .

Letters

The Echo encourages letters from its readers, especially those within the immediate
community. Letters should not exceed 400 words and must pertain to a current issue or
topic at Colby. Letters are due by Sunday at midnight for publication the same week.
Letters should be typed and signed and include an address or phone number. The Echo
will not, under any circumstances, print an unsigned letter.
If possibl e, please submit letters in Microsoft Word or text format either on 3.5" disk
or via e-mail at echnfflcolbv.edu . The Echo reserves the right to edit all submissions. .
Editorials
The Editorials are the official opinion of the majority of the Echo staff. Opinions
tising and features are those of the author, not
expressed in the individual columns, adver
ofthe £c/io.
Contact Us
For information on publication dates or to contact us about submitting an article,
please call us at (207)872-3349 or ext. 3349 on campus.
For questions about advertising and business issues, please call (207)872-3786 , e-mail
Pr
tinarisffcolhv.edu or fax (207)872-3555.

responses and candor differed.
Taking the question first, Mayor
LePage began his response with a
pregnant pause. Seemingly uneasy
with his answer initially, he then
stressed the need for college students from Colby and Thomas to
become full members of the community before registering to vote.
To do this, he explained, meantfulfilling Maine's residency requirements such as paying taxes and
registering one's automobiles.
"Voting is a responsibility, not a
right," he said ending his comments.
More soft spoken but also more
to the point, DuFour responded
next. "Colby is not just a ship out
to sea in this," he said, adding that

any citizen has a constitutional
right as well as responsibi lity to
vote in his or her community.
In closing statements LePage
noted lowering taxes in the city for
the first time in 30 years as well as
streamlining operations in City
Hall as highlights to his tenure as
mayor. "No one else has managed
this city as well as I have in the last
30 years,"he said.
DuFour doubted the mayor's
claim to lower taxes, citing the lowered taxes coming as a result of
Governor Baldacci's state tax
reform trickling down to the city
level in his closing statements. He
also stressed the need for Waterville
to develop economically.
Dufour represents ward 5 on the

Waterville city council ana is
finance director for Wings for
Children & Families, a non-profit
organization based in Bangor
working with mentally ill children
and families. LePage sat in city council before become mayor two
years ago. He also is the general :
manager for Marden's Surplus &
Salvage stores.
This is the second time the two
candidates have run against each
other for Waterville's mayor.' Last
election the two faced off, DuFour
an independent, along with thenDemocrat city councilman Thomas
Kellenberger.

Issues on the November 8 ballot:
Waterville City Charter—

j ||

After a similar charter was voted down five years ago, a city commission has worked to create a better version
H|
of the document. This charter aims tp restructure Waterville's government, replacing the job of city administrator . S9|
with that of a city manager.The city manager will take over day-to-day operations of the city, while the mayor will
raff
retain legislative powers within city council.
HB
The. charter will also change the current caucus system for determining candidates of city office. The changes
am
largely eliminate the advantage party'candidates have over independent candidates in appearing on the ballot.
|£g
Tlie mayor's salary was a sticking point five years ago when a largely student-led effort helped to block the charKg
ter because they saw the salary as too high. The proposed charter will cut the mayor's salary in half , from $10,000
BH
to $5,000 per year. The charter enjoys support from both mayoral candidates as well as many in city government.
9|

echo@colby.edu
207-872-33 49
www.colby.edu/echo

SHOC holds week to raise
breast cancer awareness

Question 1 (gay rights referendum)—,

11

On April 1 Governor Baldacci signed the Maine Human Rights Act extending anti-discrimination protection to
homosexuals. Soon thereafter, groups began campaigning against the law, framing it as the step before Maine legalizes gay marriage. The law explicitly says it does not apply to marriage. By last July, the groups gathered the nee- ,
essary signatures to bring the legislation to a referendum for repeal. This is the third time in the last decade a similar
referendum has come as a result of an anti-discrimination law being passed. Question 1 offers Maine voters the
~
choices "yes" to repeal the law and "no" to maintain it as is.
Ted O'Meara of Maine Won't Discriminate, a group for maintaining the law, will debate
|Michael Heath
|of the
Christian Civic League, a group for repealing the law, at Colby on Nov. 2 at 7 p.m. in the Given auditorium.

with breast cancer in the near future
it still affects our lives. We hope that
FEATURES EDITOR
our display will increase awareness
of the prevalence of breast cancer,
of
Student Health On Campus is cur- which is tfie^&iding cause death
rently sponsoring Breast Cancer in women beMeen the ages of 40Awareness Week. SHOC is collecting 551 Fortunately, ear ly detection
the names of people who have been /increasesf &unnvmodds dramatical;i
affected by breast cancer outside of .- ' ly; EuMr$tiid
the di ning halls durin g dinner The}£, jvd*&ttler^ %tso reminded Colby
and older that
will post these names on the walls.ofggfe&sl&^M-ye&s-old
be
should
performing
monthly
the d ining halls to show j ust^hpv||'^they,
;'
and
should
widespread this disease really jfsV - P- self-exams on their breasts,
According to Anne-fCuttlei> '07,l be receiving clinical breast exams
President of SHOC,;of:;the SOO'stu- - every three years Students with quesdents who ate in ,Foss>.rdihing hall - tions Concerning breast cancer or early
between 5 and 7 on Monday night, detection methods can email
over 200.posted names ofpeop le they SHOC@colby edu and/or schedule an
knew;had been affecied,«which,trans- appointment in the health center. ' •
lated to 40 percent of the diners during , Those interested in contributing a
name can find a SHOC table outside
that time period. '
"This proves that although Colby of Dana between 5-7 tonig ht an d
students are unlikely to be diagnosed tomorrow night.
By ANNIE KEARNEY

Questions 2-6 (Bond issues)-
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Your children do miss you.
Hswe a great parents weekend ftom
The Echostaff

Maine continues to have one of the best state bond ratings in the country. By most accounts, the bond requests
totaling
over $80 million sound reasonable for the state to repay in a timely manner. Questions 2 through 6 on the
.
ballot represent requests for more funding in transportation, waste management funding, higher education and conservation management. Voting "yes" on these questions approves the bond issues, "no" rejects them.
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much money will be remaining and
how responsibly the new clubs have
spent their budget, I will be open for
new clubs to apply for additional
funding if need be, with respect to the
amount remaining in the new budget
fund," DePre said.
Colby Students for Humanity, a relatively new club, requested $9,000
and received $1,500. Andrei Roman
'08, president of the club, said that the
club put on major events last year and
wished to do the same this year.
Roman said he was "a little bit disappointed" about the funding the club
received, but he had spoken with
DePre and it seemed as if the organization could receive more funding
later in the year, but most likely not
the entire $9,000. "In the end we'll be
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able to organize events, but we'll
always need money from other clubs."
Katie Varney '08, co-president of
the Colby Republicans, said, "When I
wrote the budget proposal for this year
I put in anything I could think of. I
wasn't expecting the amount we
requested and we did a lot better than
other clubs." The Republicans
requested $5,565 and received $1,000.
Colby Christian Fellowship also
received less than requested, with a
request of $6,000 and a budget of
$2,100, but one of CCF's leaders,
Christabel Kwabi *06, said, "Even
though we did not get what we
requested, $2,100 is still good enough
to run our programs. It would have
been easier to run more programs
with more money, but with some
management of our budget, plus other
funds available on campus, we should
be fine. "

Colby College Department of Security
Incident Report Log

Nature: ' ;\
Medical . Response
Medical Response
Vandalism
Citation
Larceny
Larceny
Larceny
Medical Response
Citation
Bias Incident
Citation
Citation
Citations (2)
TYcspassing
,
Medical Response
Citation '
Citation
Citations (2)
Larceny
Assault (simple)
Medical Response

. pate:•' " '';
; • 10/19/05 .;/
y„ 10/19/05 .10/ 19/05
•
10/19/05
10/20/05
10/21/05
10/21/05
10/21/05
10/21/05
10/21/05
10/22/05
10/22/05
10/22/05
10/22/05
10/22/05
10/22/05
10/23/05
10/23/05
10/23/05
10/23/05
10/22/05

Time:
8:0(5 n,m,
l:39 p.iri.
10:32 p.m.
11:46 p.m.
1:19 p.m.
8:48 a.m.
5:15 p.m.
j 1:30 p.m.
11:30 p.m.
11:20 p.m.
12:25 a.m.
1:15 a.m.
11:25 p.m.
11:25 p.m.
11:45 p.m.
11:45 p.m.
12:00 a.m.
2:34 a.m.
2:57 n,m„
3:28 n.m.
11:5 1 p.m.
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Comments:
Location: d
Disposition:
Illness
Mary Low-Hall
.. Health Center •
Injury
Outside Roberts Union . MnincGcncral
¦
Broken fire extinguisher glass
Williams Hall
Deans Office .
. Deans Office/WTVL Police False lDs
Blue Light ' Pub
Copper wire stolen .
WTVL Police
PPD storage nrcn
Apple iPod tuken from duffle bag
WTVL Police
Athletic Center
Possibly lost or stolen wallet
Security
Athletic Center
Alcohol
MaincOcnoral
Apartments
Alfond
Office
Unregistered pnrty
Denns
Alfond Apartments
Coburn Hnll
Deans Office
Racist nnd vulgar writing
Fire safety violation
Denns Office
Outside of Chapel
Dnnnllall
Denns Office
Smoking violation
Athletic Center
Denns Office
. Open container
Suspicious activity
Security
Cotter Union
;
MnincGcnewl
Alcohol
, Heights Hall
Open container
Denns Office
Athletic Center
Open container
Dennfl Office
Athletic Center
Disorderly conduct, failure to comply
Butler Court WTVL
Deans Office
.
Stolon bicycle
WTVL Police
Campus
Fight between students
Perkins-Wilson Hnll
Deans Office
Athletic Center
MaincOencrnl
Alcohol

"emi>s
Another issue within the SGA budget'is the funding for each class. This
year, the Sophomore Class received
$600, a $100 increase from last year.
However, members of the class council are dissatisfied with the amount of
funding. Amber Collins, a member of
the Class of 2008 Class Council,
expressed her concern with tlie funding during the Community Forum of
the Oct. 2 Presidents' Council meeting, stating that tlie class was not even
able to put on a class dinner with the
budgeted funds. DePre expressed his
understanding at the meeting, noting
that he was a class representative last
year, and said he would work with the
class in getting them more money.
"The 2008 Executive Board is not
currently satisfied with the amount of
funding that was initially allocated to
our class. However, I understand that
the SGA needed to first form a preliminary budget that would not encourage
clubs or classes to be wasteful of their
funds—for fear that the clubs may fail
to use the funds in a productive way or
fail to need more funding. The 2008
Executive Board has taken considerable measures to re-assess our financial needs and—since the SGA
Meeting—has developed n much
more meticulous plan that encompasses several proposed class events and
the comprehensive costs of ctach," said
Class of 2008 Representative Steph
Shaffer. "The challenge is to provide
events that people arc excited about
and have nn incentive to attend ,
because without funding, it is difficult
to create an atmosphere that is better
than what students could find elsewhere," Collins snid.
The class council met with DePre
on Oct. 20 to discuss more options.
"We arc optimistic that extra ftinds
will be made available by working
with SGA nnd researching all possibilities," Collins snid about the meeting.
DePre snid thnt . it was decided at the
mooting that the class representatives
would work with Student Activities to
possibly help with funding, but their
funding has not changed nt this point .

Junior Class Representatives Annie
Mears and Karli Gasteazoro also
spoke to the budget restrictions, noting
that by Oct. 20 they were over their
budget, with doing two class events.
They are planning on selling T-shirtsto
earn more money. "It would obviously
be great to get more money, but we're
not the only ones with a limited budget," Mears said. "The trouble is finding a balance," said Gasteazoro.
Gasteazoro noted that they have a lot
more constituents than most clubs, so
more money is needed. Mears noted
that it's important to foster community
within classes while at Colby, and as
alumni you come back for class
reunions.
The Senior Class receives considerably more funding than the other three %
classes, with a budget of $6,000 for
the year. "It's a big change, but with
more money comes more responsibility," said Class of 2006 Representative
Jen Coliflores. Coliflorcs said that she
thought the funds should be spread
more evenly between the classes.
Although the First-year Class
receives a budget of only $400 from
SGA, a decrease of $100 from last
year, Director of Student Activities ,
and First-Year Class Council Advisor,
Kelly Wharton snid thnt she gives
about $5,000 of the Student Activities
Fuhds to tlie first-year class, noting
that since nil first-yenrs must be on
campus in January, they do a substantial amount of programming during
thnt month.
For now, clubs will continue to
work within their budgets and hope
they enn attain more funds as the year
progresses.
Class
of
2008
Representative Tim Williams said, "I
think some of the budgeting concerns
I have heard of this year reflect a
deeper problem with the way budgets
are made-- one person controlling
everything. Many other NESCAC student governments have a committee
of students which creates the budget
nnd decide on any additional Ainding
throughout the year, which is more of
an open process."

COBURN: Inappropriatecomments written
Continued From Page 1
ofthe incident, however, they will n ot
be investigatingsince it is not considered a crime. Both will catalogue the
incident for future reference.
"We're doing the investigation.
Had it been a crim e, [The Attorn ey
General's Office and the Waterville
Police Department] would have been
up h ere doi n g the investigation,"
Chenevert explained.
Security alerted the campus of the
events Saturday, posting a safety
advisory throughout campus.
"I thi nk Security and [the Dean of
Students Office] are doing a great job
in term s of han dli ng this incident,"
Coburn Head Resident David Ng '07
said. "Within a few hours, the safety
advisories were put up in dorm s an d
other key places, which really
impressed my residents."
The event provoked resp onses
from President William D. Adams on
Oct.- 24 and Student Government
Association
Pr esident Donn ie
O'Callaghan '06, also on Oct. 24,

through campus-wide e-mail.
"Everyone I know is taking this
incident very seriously and I think
that all the things that one expects to
have been done to address and investigate the in cident have taken place
without delay," said Ng.
"I and the rest of the students on
SGA are actively stating th at this is
said
u n acceptable
behav ior,"
O'Callaghan in an Oct. 24 interview.
He went on to describe the in cident as
"an issu e of f undamental respect" and
said that "it has no place on campus."
As student body president,
Security notified O'Callaghan before
they posted the' advisory; and" he felt
that at th at ti me "they were following
up every p ossible lead available to
them,"
"I think the College annually—
every semester—does something to
talk about these issu es, expand people 's , minds," Associat e Dean of
Students Paul E. Johnston said when
asked what will be done to avoid similar events. He said that he hoped
someon e is reached every time the
College does some type of event.

JITNEY: Respectissuescauseproblems
campus have cars, some rely on the
Jitney to get back home on weekend
nights. According to PC Off-Campus
President Zach Haas '07 asked "why Representative Kaitlin Herlihy '06,
was [this behavior] tolerated once? "This only poses a problem when it
comes to partying. Many students
Someone could have died."
Other suggestions from members sometimes have to wait for very long
included keeping record of everyone periods of' time i for cabs to come.
who enters the Jitney or a ride along Some people grow,impatient and risk
program with a Security officer or driving home after a night at the pub,
which is a big problem."
administrator.
Goddard-Hodgkins Hall President
sent
e-mails
Several hall presidents
to their residents following the dis- Katherine Boyce '08 brought her conturbing news at the meeting. Haas cerns to Assistant Director of Security
also sent out a general announcement Christine Cuevas after she felt the
Jitney stranded her and two other stuin the Digest of Civil Discourse
¦¦
dents. While the three planned to ride
regarding the abuse of drivers. ¦
With added attention on the situa- their bikes to and from their voluntion, an d pleas from Presidents' teering destination outside of
Council for better behavior among Waterville, the sun set on them during
constitutes, Chenevert is "hoping the the 25 mile bike ride home and the
Jitney will be able to run better." But called iSecurity for assistance.
when the Jitney does not run at all According to Boyce, Security refused
because of a lack of drivers, the slack to pick them up since they were outside of Waterville, and failed to prohas to be picked up by Security.
"If the issues of respect can be vide the students with the number for
addressed, you won't see as much a cab company initially.
After speaking with Cuevas about
turnover and it will be a more reliable
the incident, Boyce thinks Security
service," O'Callaghan said.
While most "students j iving off- will be better equipped to Help students in the future. "I think [Cuevas]
was' upset that it happened in general
and that Security couldn't help,"
Boyce said. Cuevas told her that she
wants the dispatchers to be better prepared to deal with these types of situations, and be able to give students
more options.
Continued From Page 1

Costu med kids come for fri g ht , candy

The Bridge organizes
Golby Coming Out Week
By KATIEHAMM
EDITOR IN CHIEF

.

The Bridge is celebrating Coming
Out Week from Oct. 25 to Oct. 30
with various events.
One of the goals of Coming Out
Week is to have "an open and affirming environment that students will see
at Colby, and come out to, no apologies," said Geronimo Desumala '06,
president of The Bridge. "It's to bring
together a community that might.not
have! gotten together without such
programming." He noted that another
major purpose of the week is to
increase queer visibility.
Desumala said that from his own
observations, there has been an
increase in the number of people coming out this year.
"Out of all the years that I've been
here, this [Coming Out Week] has
been the most impressive in interest as
well as attendance," Desumala said.
There were 40. students at the first
Bridge meeting, Desumala said, and
30 people attended the "It Came From
The Closet: True Stories of Coming
Out" event on Tuesday night. "It was
a really successful event; It's gratifying to hear coming out stories,"
Desumala said.
There is a somewhat different
approach to the events this year,
Desumala said, in that many of them
are more private than they have been
in the past. They're private in the

way of setting and comfort,"
Desumala said.
Desumala stressed that a large
.number of faculty and staff have
been supportive of Coming Out
Week, but The Bridge has seen no
support from administration. There
had been no negative response from
the student body at Echo press time,
Desumala said.
Oct. 11 was National Coming Out
Day, but Desumala said that a week is
a better timespan in which to have a
wide range of events. "Every day
should be a fun and safe environment," for people wanting to come
out, Desumala said. "We have,to magnify it so that we're visible."
The Bridge is sponsoring a "Be
Who You Are" dance on Saturday
night at 10 p.m. in the AMS party
space. Desumala noted that the
Student Programming Board is also
sponsoring a dance that night and
attempts were made to combine the
two dances, but there was no response
from SPB. There will also be events
on Friday and a brunch in Pugh on
Sunday morning, to which parents are
friends are invited. The Bridge hosted
a discussion on Queer Studies and
Queer Pub Night on Wednesday.
On Thursday a dinner is being held
by RSVP only. Drop-in hours in The
Bridge office are also part of Coming
Out Week, and students are welcome
to stop by the office from 8 to 9 p.m.
on Thursday.

PC passes motion to alter committee appointment process
By BEN HERBST
NEWS EDITOR

ANQIE POUNCO/THE COLBY ECHO

On Sunday, Oct. 23, the Colby Volunteer Center hosted the Halloween Extravaganza for area children.

Presidents' Council members raised
concerns about the process Student
Government Association Vice
President Romeo Raugei '06 followed
when he filled student positions on
college committees this past summer.
Tlie SGA Constitution delegates the
authority io maKe tii'eseTa^p bihtments
to the vice president •
In an effort to reform the student
appointment process and in light of
numerous concerns raised on the issue
in Presidents' .Council, Leonard Hall
President 'Zach Haas '07 'infrooucfed' a
motion to the PC at their Oct. 23 meeting. Haas explained the motion as
both establishing a • uniform process
for the selections, and giving PC
members adequate time to review the
appointments. Also, the motion does
not require that a PC member sit on
every college committee.
"I firmly believe that a uniform
process is imperative when examining
who the most qualified candidates for
committees are," Haas said in a later
interview.
Haas said that he supported
Raugei's actual appointments this
year, "because everyone on each committee is an outstanding individual

Holocaust Survivor David Katz tells his story
nated with Knstallnncht , or the
"night of broken glass," in 1938. "As
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
wc looked out the window we could
see people being beaten ," Katz snid ,
"This is a story that needs to be told describing the violence of the night.
and kept alive for future generations." On this night , Jewish businesses
¦
These were the opening words of were looted , and both people and
Holocaust survivor David Katz. The property were destroyed. In turn ,
College hosted Katz for n lecture on Kntz and his family fled to'the sheli
Oct. 20. Due to the fact that the ter of a family friend.
Holocaust occurred more than 50
After the German invasion in 1940,
years ago, there are few first hand wit- his father crossed the border into
nesses ofthe period left.
Belgium nnd was captured and sent to
Katz pointed out thnt this story is labor enmp in the Pyrenees. Kntz conalso important because the Holocaust tinued his journey, ami rode with the
that happened in Europe is not, nn iso- rest of his family on n train to
lated experience. Rather , Holocausts Northern France. Once they arrived at
nre currently occurring nil over the a small village, they were captured
world , in countries such ns Yugoslavia immediately. They were then taken to
and on the continent of Africa. This is nn internment enmp in France, which
another motive Katz has for sharing was ravaged with dysentery and starhis stoiy : heWants to prevent these vation.
atrocities from bcing tcpcntcd.
Hardship met Katz again in 1941.
Kntz was born in Leipzig, Just as he was about to emigrate to
Germany, in 1930, the son of classi- safety in the United States, the United
cally-trained musicians. For the first States entered the war, nnd he was
three yenrs of his life, Kntz lived in therefore prohibited from leaving
pence with his family mid friends. Europe. Kntz was later put in nn
All of this changed in 1933; when orphanage, from which he fled with n
anti-Semitic laws began to take friend after two months. He wnlked
effect. This deterioration in living 550 miles 16 Switzerland , only to be
conditions for Jewish people culmi- met with n tightly staled Nnzi border,
By CARLA JACOBS

nnd thus denied entrance to the country.
Unable to enter Switzerland, Katz
met a priest who sheltered him. He
lived with this priest for four months.
It was from this priest that Katz
received one of the most meaningful
pieces of advice of his life: "The one
thing they [Nazis] connot take from
you is your Jewish heritage." Kntz has
held on to this piece of advice ever
since, and always held his Jewish
Heritage as sacred and immutable.
After leaving the priest, Katz lived
with n farmer for some time and then
Inter worked ns a courier for the resistance movement. Despite several
close calls with Nozi officers, Katz
managed to survive the war. He emigrated from France to the United
States and has lived in this country
ever since,
Unfortunately, Katz was one of tho
only surviving members of his family.
Both his pnrents were killed nt
Auschwitz, ns were 37 of his 40 relatives, After his experience, nil Katz
wanted wns to forget everything that
had happened , 50 yenrs passed before
Katz wns able to gain the strength to
tell his story.
Although still deeply affected by
the past, Katz maintains thnt he docs

not hold past generations responsible
for their actions. He explained , "I did
hate the Gcrmons fifty years
ago...todny is a new generation and
you cannot hold .them responsible ifor
the sins of their grandfathers."
In addition to not placing tlie blame
on present day Germany, Kntz does not
hold tho United States responsible for
preventing his immigration, tie stated,
"Unfortunately, the United States did
not do its share [to prevent the
Holocaust], but I'm proud to live here
and I'wouldn 't live anywhere else"
He also spoke on the situation of
Holocausts occurring around the
world today. When asked if the United
States is doing enough to help these
situations, he stated: "The U.S. cannot
be world policeman. Today I believe
we arc doing nil wc can do." He also
added, "[to prevent fliture Hblocnusts,
you need to] learn as much as you can
nbout each other."
Katz fielded questions from the
audience, and when asked if ho
learned anything as n result of his
experiences, ho replied, "I appreciate
life."

and will do a great service to Colby,
but did take issue with what he perceived as a lack of transparency during the selection process.
"It is in the Constitution that
Presidents' Council members shall
serve on an all-College committee but
that does not mean that they are entitled to special privileges come
appointment time.-If there is a student
who is not affiliated'with SGA, who is
more qualified for a position than a
Presidents' Council member, the VicePresident will appoint the non-affiliated student every time," Haas said.
"One ofthe things [the motion] did
was say that when you solicit applications from hall presidents it has to be
the same process for other people,"
SGAd.Presideht Donnie ; O'Callaghan
'06 said, "I personally didn't have any
problem [with Raugei's selection
process], I thought Romeo worked
incredibly hard over the summer and
did a great job," O'Callaghan continued.
Ultimately, the vice president is an
elected official and it's their job to do
this. The student body trusts [the vice
president] and gives [them] this task,
among other things, to do. I think at
times people might forget that and
may want more oversight on the
process...ultimately it is the vice president's responsibility," Raugei said.
The motion established a one week
period for SGA members to review
the appointments before voting to ratify them. Haas supports this amount of
time, and O'Callaghan felt that any
longer of n time period would "get in
the way of the fact that the Vice
President was put in this job and given
tlie responsibility [of naming students
to committees]." Rnugci commented
that one week to review items is standard for PC.
Others, such ns East Quad Hall

President Dan Melega '07 felt more
time will be necessary to review
appointments.
Melega said that the motion effectively did nothing, "All the motion did
was needlessly legislate for a process
that already existed." He stated that
since the motion did not outline the
appropriate process for the vice president, toi follow, -it did <very • little- to
change1 what will take place,' saying
"Effectively, the Vice President can
still appoint nominees as he sees fit
and call it a uniform process without
ever allowing Presidents' Council to
know how the nominees were chosen. The only change that he
acknowledged was the extra time
members will have to review selections before the ratification. However,
he felt this period should be longer
than one week. Melega said that
because of the present short window
of time and the one established by this
motion, "committee appointments are
made and no significant questioning
of the appointments is ever allowed."
He also thinks that vice presidents
take advantage of that by making
appointments shortly before the deadline, limiting discussion "and therefore get them confirmed."
Haas felt the motion's slim margin
of victory, 13 to 12, was due to the fact
that the motion removed the stipulation that a voting member of PC must
sit on all committees. He also discounted the notion of some PC members that it would be difficult
logistically to hear from these committees without a PC member, saying
that a representative from the committee could speak at PC meetings.
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Pane! st resses role of
College's creat ive
wri t ing program
By SAM MORALES
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Emphasizing the importance arid
vitality of The College's creative writing program a panel of professors and
both former and current students read
original compositions to a group of
students and alumni on the morning
of Saturday,Oct, 22.
^Entitled f "Tdlling Our Stories:
Creative Writing and the Power of the
Imagination ," it was headed by
Professor of English Jennifer Finney
Boylan of and director of the college's creative writing program, and
featured readings by Assistant
Professor of English Adrian Blevins,
Stephanie Doyon '93, Meghan
Gallery '06, Erin Gallery '08 and
Patrick Sanders '08.
Held in Miller Library's Edwin
Arlington Robinson Memorial Room,
the panel was part of this past weekend's kickoff for "Reaching the
World: A Campaign for Colby," and
as such tlie speakers emphasized the
worth of creative writing in a liberal
arts education. While simultaneously
calling attention to the undersized
budget and faculty within creative
writing, Boylan said that "something
vital and important is going on in our
creative writing program." She asked
the trustees and alumni to "keep the
program in [their] thoughts."'
Blevins, who teaches workshops in
poetry, read two poems, one from a
book of poetry and another from a
poetry magazine. She had written
each at different periods and questioned the audience as to "how [her]
poetry is changing." She too talked
about the value of creative writing on
campus, saying "liberal arts colleges
give students a voicc.and I think
that's absolutely necessary."
She was followed by Enn and
Meghan Gallery, sisters who are both
members,pfJile^ins',34v9nPe.4p9.etry
workshop,* who read recent poems of
theirs ", entitled. . ^Trailing" and
"Beneath," respectively.
Doyon, an alumnus who just last
month published a novel, "The
Greatest Man in Cedar Hole," read an
abbreviated version of the first chapter of that novel, called "Bottom of
the Bucket."
And finajly, Sanders,, who was a
member of a class Boylan taught last
spring about writing memoirs, read
part of "Playing it Straight," (a
recounting of a high school relationship) the writing of which he said
helped him resolve a "constant struggle between [him]self and [his] past."

Pulver Pavilion, but they won't weigh
in more specifically until there are
NEWS EDITOR
schematic plans and a budget to vote
on," Executive Assistant to the
, The fall trustee meetings and the President and Secretary of the
kickoff of "Reaching the World: A Corporation Sally A. Baker said,
Campaign for Colby," a $235 million adding that that information may be
capital campaign for the College, took available for the trustees during the
place during the weekend of Oct. 21- January meeting in Boston. Also,
23. The main event of the weekend, Administrative Vice President Doug
the campaign kickoff dinner and Terp suggested that "a look at the feadance brought students, staff, trustees sibility of moving the bookstore to the
and alumni together for a semi-formal Cotter Union" be included in the planning process, Baker said.
dance on Saturday night.
SGA Secretary Tom Testo '07
While there was no progress made
on the Pulver Pavilion expansion and reported at the Oct. 23 Presidents'
the renovation of Cotter Union, there Council meeting that the Physical
Committee
Department
was none scheduled. "The trustees are Plant
very enthusiastic about the renovation approved landscape improvements,
of the union and the addition of the improvements to tlie Heights community room, renovations to the PerkinsWilson Hall and Pierce Hall
bathrdoms and the replacement of the
patio in front of Roberts. Testo also
said that ITS made a report stating that
the College was very well prepared
for a natural disaster.
O'Callaghan said that the meeting
of the Student Affairs Committee,
which took place at Colby Gardens,
focused on student life. During this
Thursday, Novomber 3
meeting, Director of Student
SlMpm fiB fltaHWfltt ltoMl . ,
Activities Kelly Wharton made a

By BEN HERBST
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Capital CampaignKickoff EventsHeld
informed the full board about the
The festi v ities for the kicko ff be gan
Katrina relief efforts, in which SGA
partnered with the Goldfarb Center Friday night, with student musical
for Civic Affairs and Public performances in the Johnson ' Family
Engagement, and the recent constitu- Spa , the Stride r Theate r an d in a te nt
on Dana Lawn. Featuring a capella
tional referendum.
groups,
an African drumming ensemAlso, according to Baker the
trustees allotted one of the seven (of ble , opera singers and student bands,
10) remaining new full time positions the events were widel y att ended an d
created by the capital campaign to the the evening ended with a fireworks
history department for an Islamic his- display over Johnson Pond.
Candle luminaries guided trustees,
torian position.
The Board of Overseers made a students and staff between locations,
report on the American Studies and the Candle Response Team
department. Every department is (CRT), organized by Wharton and
reviewed by the board, which includes staffed by SGA members , and hall
a self study and an actual team of staff , took se r io us ly the responsibility
overseers visiting with an outside of keeping the candles lit.
On Saturday, t he College hel d panel
expert.
discussions
showcasing the work of
Anne Clark Wolff '87, co-chair of
the board, held a breakfast for students students and alumni. Saturday night ,
Friday, Oct. 21 in order to acquaint over 600 members ofthe Colby comherself with student issues. Nicholas munity ; gathered for- the ..campaign
Cade '08, president of Trcworgy Hall kickoff dinner. Chairman of the; Board 1
and an attendant ofthe breakfast, said of Trustees Joseph Boulos '68 emcced
"generally the trustees [who attended the event , which featured student
tlie breakfast] were very attentive and speakers and musical . performances,
were very interested in what we had to as well as messages from campaign
say about the new point system. They co-chairs Larry Pugh '56 and Bob
were very receptive to suggestions Diamond '73 and President William
and seemed willing to bring our rec- D. Adams. Following the dinner was a
semi-formal dance.
di ,
ommended changes to the board ."

report and O'Callaghan said that the
committee "wants feedback regarding
the alco h ol point system and how that
is going." He was impressed by the
trustees' intensity, saying "[the
trustees] are passionate and they really care about this place."

...[the trustees]
are passionate
and they really
care about this
place.
Dannie O'Callaghan

'06

SGA President

In his report to the full board meeting, O'Callaghan said, in an Oct. 24
interview, that he conveyed the "positive energy on campus since the
beginning of school." He told them
there was a lot of student-to-student
and student-to-administrator communication going on. "There's a responsiveness from administrators and a
willingness to work together."
Speaking specifically on events, he
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EDITORIAL
How not td forget Coburn

ma

Different high school backgrounds lead to
contrast ing f irst-yearalcohol experiences
By MERLE EISENBERG
OPINIONS EDITOR

A lot of thingsmight happen en a typical Colby Friday night A student
might go to a concert in the Coffee House, get a point or two on the alcohol
scale or get down at tiie SPB dance. He/she might even study.All of these
actionsfall into the scope of acceptable activities at Colby. The school gives
a lot of leeway into what you can do on a Friday night. Any night for that
matters because we are college students, practically adults, and it is assumed
that we will conduct ourselves with at least a mild level of civility in pur
actions.
The graffiti last Friday in Coburn residence hall fell for beyond the scope
of acceptable actions. There is no reason to litter someone's living space
with hateful words and symbols, no matter the medium's impermanence.
.•ylhe rhetorical condemnation of this incident by administrators and students is a good first step towards reinforcing the unacceptability of putting
bigotry to whiteboards/Looking back on Colby's history with instances
such as these, two other types of responses typically follow the rhetoric. ,
One typeof response is illustrated by the rally held last spring in response
to the satiricalDarfur thefacebook.com group. The grievances held by those
offended by the Facebook group were understandable. Their response,
though; went beyond the specific incident and was extended as a general
criticism on offensive speech at Colby. It created a divisive environment
where questions of hate speech and offensive speech were muddled into a
larger question. Forcing the two matters into a single question eliminated
the subtle difference between the two.
Hate speech does not enrich or challenge the intellectual environment. It
intimidatesand quiets arguments. Offensive speech does challenge the intellectual environment, and it does so to bring about substantive discussion.
Theipther campus response, and a better one by The Echo's judgement,
came threeyearsago after a string of homophobic incidents at Colby.It was
a rally wheremembers of me community as a whole, as well as the queer
community, voiced their solidarity with a threatened group. Beyond condemningthe actions of a few of the hateful actions they committed, the rally
emphasizedthe cohesivenessofthe larger and more accepting and sophisticated group. Tbe action established a mature community willing to call out
hateful actions that occur. 'With tills type of security, the group is robust
enough to weather offensive speech if it were to come up in a way that challenges norms. The rally was a productive and provocative event to forge a
somewhat positive outcome from a discriminative, hurtful, act This type of
aet is a good model for the response to the messages written in Coburn:
While it is unacceptable and should never happen again on this campus, the
actions present an opportunity for us to prove to threatened members of our
community thatthey are supported by their peers.
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body, including students from public,
private and boarding schools as well
as those from urban, suburban and
rural communities. This emphasis is
most readily apparent in the tour guide
handbook, which notes that stu dents
come from 47 states with over 50 percent from outside of New England.
Each of these backgrounds presents a
unique outlook on how individuals
react to their completely new setting
at Colby, most noticeable in their
interaction with alcohol.
I would like to make one thing
clear at this point: I am not going to
launch into the typical diatribe about
alcohol and how the drinking age
should be 18. I think most students
wou ld agree that dy ing for your
country without being able to drink a
beer remains one of the most ridiculous laws in our country. But the way
in which Colby students react to
alcohol upon their arrival at Colby is
vastly more interesting and important. A second important preface to
this article is the understanding that
most of Colby 's social life revolves
around parties in which students
drink. The administration continues
to challenge this social facet, but
what else is there to do at 10 p.m. on
a Saturday night?
Where do different scholastic and
communal backgrounds fit into this?
It's qu ite simple. Scholastic and
communal environment determine
to what extent each person has been
exposed to alcohol before they
attend Colby. There are two distinct

First-years arriving at Colby who
have never
drunk more than
a few beers in
their life are
often incapable
of socially interacting with students at a party
with alcohol .
of socially interacting with students at
a party with alcohol. Most often the
problem is simple: they do not know
their tolerance and, therefore, spend
many of their first parties on the floor
of the bathroom worshipping the
porcelain god. These same students
often fi ght their friends and generally
make asses of themselves for the simple reason that they have never been
drunk. An even greater risk is that
these students will get alcohol poisoning, as they have no idea of when th ey
shou ld stop drinking.

Conversely, those first-years entering Colby who were exposed to alcohol during high school are more
likely to understand their tolerance
and stop drinking whert they realize
their state of inebriation. This does
not mean I want all high school students to go out and get as drunk as
possibly often to understand the
effects of alcohol. Instead, they
should expose themselves to alcohol
in a controlled manner so that they
can slowly begin to comprehend their
reaction to it.
The geographic location of a student 's high school often determines
to what extent th ey are exposed to
alcohol. An urban environment provides greater exposure to alcohol,
but suburban and rural exposure is
many times just as great. However,
going to bars at age 16 —as some
people I know did growing up in
New York—can teach a person
about alcohol early in their life.
Similarly, private schools and
boarding schools are often strictly
controlled environments (although
by no means is this a strict rule), in
which the inebriated actions of students on their own time are punished by the school administration.
Incoming first-years need to be
exposed to alcohol , in some situation,
before they enter college; Some students prefer to not consume alcohol at
all and for those students exposure to
alcohol might be unnecessary.
H owever, the number of students who
remain entirely chem-free for their
entire Colby career is quite low.Many
of those students drink a few times,
often leading to an even greater risk of
alcohol poisoning and vomiting. Have
fun, get drunk, but leam how to do it
before you come to Colby.
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Colby loves to promote the varying

scholastic backgrou nd of its student

types of students who enter Colby
their first year: those who drank a
modest to a heavy amount in high
school and those who refrained (for
whatever reason). This difference
also determines how a first-year acts
during the pivotal weeks from
COOT until Thanksgiving break.
First-years arriving at Colby who
have never drunk more than a few
beers in their life are often incapable

the long-term. He skirted government during DeLay's tenure that will come
ethics laws too many times and final- to light with time. Even if he's acquitSTAFF WRITER
ly paid the price. Congressman ted in his Texas trial, it would be a
DeLay and his minions, especially mistake for House Republicans (even
After its victories last fall, the the current majority leader Roy though they still fear his power) to
Republican Party was in the strongest Blunt, run an extremely fine-tuned reinstate him as majority leader.
Second, Republicans should accept
strategic position of its "Grand Ole" leadership operation in the House of
history. However, the likely indict- Representatives. Influential lobbyists the likely indictments of Karl Rove
ments of White House staff this week and business interests from certain and/or "Scooter" Libby and move on.
for criminal conspiracy/obstruction of sectors are far too cozy with the Patrick Fitzgerald,- the special prosecutor investigating possible criminal
justice,, the indictment of former Republican leadership.
,
violations
in the outing of CIA Agent
Jack
Abramoff,
a
Leader
Tom
DeLay
For
examp
le
House Majority
has until Friday to
Valerie
Plame,
of
Senate
and the SEC investigation
decide
whether
to
bring indictments in
Majority Leader Bill Frist's alleged
the
case.
Assuming
that indictments
insider trading have all sullied the
are brought against White House staff,
party. Additionally, the botched
the president will be forced either to
FEMA response to Hurricane Katrina
step back and allow justice to run its
and the controversial Supreme Court
course, or to use any political capital
nomination of Haniet Miers have both
he has left to fight for his staffers.
contributed to President Bush's low
It would be a mistake for the presapproval rating.
ident to do the latter. This scandal,
Nevertheless, these developments
for all its interesting elements, has
Recently,
surprising.
aren't
received little attention from most
Republicans in Washington have
Americans. If the president were to
exhibited the same hubris that they
make it an issue, it would likely
congressional
Democrats
criticized
embarrass the White House even furearly
90s.
The
who
has
been
lobbyist
despicable
for in the late 80s and
,
ther.
Losing Karl Rove from his staff
not
if,
their
indicted for bank fraud and will face
only question was when
own political scandals and legal trou- two more separate grand jury investi- would be difficult; however, if he's
bles would occur. To remedy the gations, has been described by DeLay, forced to, the president must part
Republicans' ethical and policy as one of his "closest and dearest with Rove.
The Republicans have chosen to
dilemmas , they should heed the fol- friends." DeLay's overt connections
to industry representatives nnd their skirt the ethical boundaries. They
lowing advice.
First, dump DeLay. The Hammer lobbyists and their support for him will now have to nccept the legal
(as Congressman DeLay is known in created a nexus of power. It is likely and political consequences.
Washington) hurts the Republicans in that other ethical violat ions occurred
By CHRIS APPEL

To remedy the
Republicans '
ethical and policy dilemmas ,
they should
heed the following advice.

Whom would youdress up f orHalloween?
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I'M NEVER GOING TO RETIRE
By C.W. Bassett

Thursday last, I was packing a
small kit for an overnight trip to
Boston. Every three or four years, the
Alumni Office at Colby sends Jenny
Boylan and me to Boston to read
ghost stories until nostalgia gets the
better of then and they shell out some
dough, none of which I get to see. But
the Alumni Office has convinced the
two of us that we have compromised
our amateur status by accepting the
gruel and com fritters already. And
we'll continue to read in Lorimer
Chapel on Halloween in Waterville.
And, after all, who has ever heard
of a professional ghost story reader?
I've been reading stories since the
late seventies, and Jenny Boylan
joi ned me in '88. We really do enjoy
reading, and we had a house of some
70 to SO in some grand hotel in
Boston. Lots of hugging and quick
^
steps aside for me. Jenny could hug
legions of old pals, but I wasn't up
to it .
Because earlier that morning in
Waterville, I tripped in my kitchen
threw myself again into the door jamb
ofthe dining roomdNot a sharp door
jamb, but an extremely self-sufficient
one. I lay there for several minutes
until I could get my breath back and
my overturned hassock back where it
was supposed to be.
Now everyonehas had a staggering
blow i to- the ribs;- ¦not ¦even • genteel
;,
i
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throughi -life without such a blow.
Southern ladies get kicked by their
horses. Northern subway users crack
a rib a year at rush hour. The blow to
the ribs is a universal phenomenon.
BUT NO ONE BUT I KNOWS
HOW
MUCH
IT
HURTS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! I" can't
breathe. Typing this column is akin
td being subjected to the bloody torturers of The Inquisition. The most
accurate way of describing it as a
length of barbed-wire pulled
between the Sth and 6th ribs. Getting
in and out of chairs is a study in scarlet—behind your tightly clenched
eyelids. At night nothing helps get
you comfortable.
Are my ribs broken? IT MAKES
NO DIFFERENCE TO THE
ATTENDING PHYSICIAN. My ribs
will heal when they want to—not a
minute more or less, and the drugs
are weaker than gulch water. I'm just
sitting here gritting my teeth and hoping to survive until Christmas.
SO GO HUG SOMEONE
ELSE!!!!!!!!!!!
Write a letter to the editor this
week. Really, do it. echo@colby.edu
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Warning Montana: the truth is out there for you to find
By KATE BERMAN
STAFF WRITER

"Before we can lay claim to our
common humanity, we must learn to
recognize and respect Difference and
what it tells us about the infinite complexities of human behavior— recognize and respect Difference, not just
tolerate it."
—Tony Kushner
"You know so-and-so?"
"Yeah?" "I think he's gay."
"Oh really? What makes you think
so?"
"You know...you can just...tell." Or
"Have you noticed he gets really
sketchy when he's drunk?" Or
"Because I hooked up with him last
night."
So goes the Colby Gay Witch Hunt.
Embarrassingly enough, very few
abstain from this titillating sort of
scrutiny. Gay, straight, it doesn't matter. Anyone can play the guess-who
game. We are a culture of amateur
detectives, recreational therapists and
Senator McCarthy wannabes all rolled
into one. We must sate our desperate
craving to help friends pop out of the
closet like kettle com. Of course the
best interest of these friends is the
vocalized concern, but is it fair to venture that a tinge ofthe good old Colby
"I told you so!" is also at play?

To be in the Closet indicates a
human limitation. There is a minority
group that needs representation after
all , and unlike other minorities,
homosexuality lacks the inextricable
candor of say, race. We have little
sympathy or respect for concealment,
clearly, as we probe, ponder and
hypothesize. For the most part, Colby
is accepting of queers, but we are also
quite demanding.
Why does the
surrounding
ambiguity make
us
uncomfortable? Is it, as we
claim, just the
wholesome desire
for our friends to
find the happiness
and be at peace
with who they
are? Are we fundamentally disturbed that these
people are not
doing more to help the gay community? Or maybe, do we fear that our
own sexuality will foul us up in a
misguided romantic gesture? In a
world in which one is straight until
proven otherwise, we want to know
exactly who is playing for which
team and what they plan on doing
there. Though gay students might not
come right out and say it, we have
faith that they exist—and in bulk.

Such is life on this little hiccup of a
hill in Waterville. How easily we forget that not every location is on a passionate pilgrimage to fatten up its gay
community. I spent the summer in
Montana, the state whose motto is
"The Last Best Place." Indeed, the
natural, untouched beauty of Montana
is overwhelming. The state has been
able to fend off the progress and
development
that
plagues the rest of
America. Tiny villages with names like
com"Potomac,"
prised of barn clusters
and haystacks, rest
' hours away from real
civilization. People
who live in Potomac
are just like us, except
for one thing: there
are no gay people.
Balderdash! You
say.
Statistically
speaking, there are
definitely gays in Potomac. Well, that
is what I thought too. Upon witnessing
a Montana Gay Witch Hunt, however,
I realized how very wrong I had been.
To the question, "Is Tom gay?" my
co-worker from Potomac replied,
"Absolutely not. He's from Potomac!"
Here at. Colby, we have loads of
potential gay candidates. Yet in this
Montana town, homosexuality is simply a geographic impossibility. I'd

People who live
in Potomac are
just like us,
except for one
thing: there are
no gay people.
"Balderdash!"
you say.

imagine this helps them sleep at night,
as their other widely held opinions
would render life quite unpleasant for
a queer Montanan. "I don't care.
People can do whatever they want to
do," said a self-declared liberal waitress, "as long as I don't have to hear
about it, and they don't get to adopt
children."Montana's intolerance policy is a far cry from our strict but amiable Homo Inquisition.
For 22 years I have been a proud,
straight woman. I'd like to think, were
I not straight, I'd feel the same way
and be just as proud. Of course I cannot know what I would feel, just as I
cannot do nightly exercises to morph
my boobies into a DD cup. I have
come to terms with the fact that I will
never have the cleavage of Pamela
Anderson unless large silicon
implants are surgically wedged
beneath my mammary glands. I was
out of the closet since the day I was
born, not that anyone has pressed me
for a confession. Sexuality might not
be personal here at Colby, but at least
it is not polluted by absurd definitions.
Some will gossip, some will support
and some will fight, but we all will
believe. Big Sky is, indisputably, cooler than Sugarloaf, but we are totally
kicking Montana's bum-bum in gay
rights. And I feel good about it,
because saying "I told you so" to the
third largest state in the country is
pretty damn sweet.

Republican party rejects remnants of conservatism
By ADAM MARVIN & STEVE

NIZER

STAFF WRITER & CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Republican-controlled
Congress
passed the most pork-laden highway
bill in history. Republicans abandoned the theory of small government so they could wallow in federal
tax dollars and be revered by their
narrow group of constituents. So

It is hardly a stretch to say that voters no longer have meaningful options
at the polls: both Republicans and
Democrats lack any sort of fiscal
responsibility, neither one cares about
the right of homosexuals to share in
the institution of marriage and nobody
seems to have a clue when it comes to
the issue of border security and immigration.!When George Bush chose to
top this all off by abandoning strict
constitutionalism, I finally lost my
faith in the shallow, anti-conservative
Republican Party we find today.
I am searching for a party that
respects the right of consenting adults
to marry whomever they choose,
regardless of their genders. Alas, the
Democrats fear the predicted electoral
consequences of this decision and the
Republicans seem content to apply
Leviticus to law. The obvious anti-gay
sentiment of many prominent
Republicans is disheartening, as is the
continued presence of racists like .
Senator Trent Lott. State neutrality has much for acting in the interests ofthe
taken a backseat to moral legislation.
nation as a whole.
Let's talk about fiscal responsibiliAside from responsible taxation ,
ty. In the year after we set a new few issues are as central to conserrecord for deficit spending, the vatism as foreign policy. That said ,

let 'US recall that the 9/11 hijackers
were not American citizens. Neither
are the vast majority of Al Qaeda
operatives. George Bush has apparently not grasped the significance of
this fact, as our national borders are
about as secure as the hippie

entrance in Foss. To make matters
far worse, illegal immigrants are
periodicall y granted amnesty, which
is just another way for our beloved
Presi dent to unroll a welcome mat

along the entire Mexican border.
Then along came Harriet Miers.
She has never served as a judge, she
has given no indication that she even
has a philosophy of constitutional
interpretation, much less one that is
strictly confined to the literal words
of the Constitution. There was certainly no lack of qualified circuit
court judges with better credentials
and far more experience, but George
Bush apparently limited his search
to close personal friends and assorted cronies. If Miers and Bush were
not friends, she still would have
been a terrible nominee. In light of
her close ties to the president, it
becomes obvious that Bush utterly
failed to nominate the best candidate
for the job. The Republicans have
again made the obvious error of
selecting a nominee that completely
lacks an established conservative
philosophy and they will pay dearly
for it.
The Republican party used to represent limited government. They
used to care about civil liberties,
moderated government spending
and fidelity to the Constitution.
Tod ay, they seem like little more
than prudish Democrats with a scripture-quoting habit. Where is Ronald
Rea gan when you nee d him?

A matter of taste: respecting A&E preferen ces regardless of how different they might be
By KRIS MIRANDA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Recently, I got into an argument
over the philosophical issues (or lack
thereof, my friend insisted) in
"Batman Begins." Thi s led into a
broader discussion on those literary
nnd film genres that generally receive
less respect than others, namely sci-fi
and fantasy (Horry Potter 's an exception, for whatever reason...), then to
whether or not one or both of us
needed to broaden our reading nnd
film-going horizons. After some
reflection , while I'd still argue that
everyone should look past Dntimin 's
mask , nnd rend sci-fi nnd fantasy, I
think maybe this horizon-broadening
thin g is overrated,
I'm NOT saying t hat diversity 's
worthless, But try this analogy: I' ve
atten d ed seven schools (d isregardin g
Colby) in five cities, inclu d ing one in
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Europe for three years, befriending
vastly different people and graduating
alongside Canadians , Norwegians,
Spaniards and Germans. Does that
make m e more "worldly," or more
adaptable than those
who
hav en 't?
May be. Sure. But
does that make me
"better," or even a
more "complete"
person than them?
Of course not ! One
can spen d one 's
whole life in a single town , attend
school with th e

same friends for a
d eca d e nnd ea sily b e

Why does my
friend think I
should delve
into arthouse
dramas and stop
watching The
Rock's movies?

an insightful , wellopenminded person. His/her lile hasn 't lost
any meaning.
So why is something ns relatively

round ed,
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trivial as a person 's ar
t and entertainment preference treated any differently by "lit snobs," as sci-fi author
Karen Traviss calls t hem? Why d o
they seem to think loving sci-fi makes
me somehow less
insi ghtful
and
respectable
than

'

folks who prefer

Faulkner or Austen?
Why d ocs my frien d
think I should delve
into nrthouse dramas
nnd stop watchin g

The Rock's movies?
For the record , I
lik e Jan e Austen nnd

have nothing against
indi e films. But I
hardly think that lovin g and being an
expert in such things warrants actin g ns if your quality-jud gment abilities are superior to mine (or anyone
else's). Being open-minded is good
enou gh , and contrary to popular
belief , does NOT require going out of
one 's way to expose oneself to now
thin gs, If you want to, then that' s

great! But there 's hardly anything
wrong with sticking to what you know
and love. In a nutshell: as fascinating
as "Eternal Sunshine of tlie Spotless
Mind" is, likin g it more than "The
Rundown" or "Batman Begins" docs
not somehow make you smarter than
me. No, really, it doesn 't.
"There's no obj ective test for
'respectable' fiction ," Traviss writ es,
"so we're left with our favourabl e
opinion as our yardstick." Guess what
that means: "artistic value" and nil the
other reasons you rend or watch certain books or movies? Purely subjective. There's no ri ght answer in the
debnte over what the "greatest"
movies nnd books nro, If you love
something, then dammit, that's good
enou gh: no justification to nny onc else
is necessary, But there IS a wrong
answer, nnd that' s disrespecting the
ostensibly
second-rate
genres,
because by extension, you're disrespecting people who love them , even
if you don 't mean to, And having a
difference in opinion over favorite
movies is n ridiculous, shallow reason
to disrespect anyone.
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Coburn gra ff iti and
Colby's ma ny resp onses
By CHARLES WILSON
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

There has been a recent uproar over
the graffiti scrawled in Coburn on
Friday night. There is good reason for
this. These writings completely
crossed the line of acceptable speech
into violence and hate.
Though these writings were
deplorable, something about this
whole situation makes me uncomfortable. There seems to be little discussion about what was actually written;
instead, people are condemning it out
of hand. This is part of a deeper problem I see both with Colby College and
society at large: people are condemning, and in some cases censoring, anything they view ;as offensive. Many
seem to think that
anything
that
offends them is bad,
but this viewpoint is
far too simplistic.
We should welcome
viewpoints that we
find offensive in
nature
because
through these points
of view we can discuss
what
the
bounds of good taste are, and when it
becomes appropriate to cross these
bounds.
.
I am not above getting offended by
what I consider ignorant viewpoints. I
disagree with the religious right on a
wide variety of issues, and part of this
stems from my belief that they have a
collective intolerance rooted solely in
unwavering dogma. However, it
would be hypocritical for me to dismiss out of hand any viewpoint that
someone from the religious right
expressed. If they told me Gandhi was
going to hell because he did not accept
Jesus as his savior, I would like to
probe their opinion a little deeper, and
hopefully engage them in some kind
of discussion.
Likewise, if I saw an American citizen burn the American flag, I would
think he or she was a sleaze ball. But

I would never think of taking away
that person's right to express their
opinion through burning the flag, no
matter how little I thought of them for
it. On a similar note, I think making
light of genocide is cruel and meanspirited, but if a group of Colby students chooses to
create
a
thefacebook.com group, I don't support elimination of their viewpoint.
Tolerance is one thing; censorship in
the name of tolerance is another issue
altogether. While the former is a principle which we should all strive for,
the latter merely buries this principle
under a guise of morality.
This brings me back to our current
situation at Colby. For the most part, I
think the reaction on campus to the
graffiti has been reasonable: our college president and our SGA president
were both quick to
denounce the viewpoints expressed on
the whiteboards,
which was an
entirely appropriate
response. But I've
also seen posters
and e-mails encouraging anyone with
information
to
come forward so
that the perpetrators can be subject to
"rigorous discipline" by the school.
And honestly, I wonder what this will
solve.
Maybe it sends a message,.but to
me this message is, "If we pretend
intolerance doesn't exist, maybe it
will go away." I think an appropriate
punishment for these students would
be for them to listen to every person
they offended tell them why their
statements were hurtful, and for them
to explain to every person they
offended why they decided to write
what they did. Though it may not pack
the P.R. punch of a suspension, it
might actually (gasp!) accomplish
something. In the end, fostering a
healthy discussion is much more productive than per see censorship, and
both our campus and our society
would do well to realize it. ¦'
'

Tolerance is one
thing; censorship in the name
of tolerance is
another issue
altogether.

The Trus t ees clas sless dinner par t y
By BRAD WOODWORTH
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

•¦

A large portion of the student body
is unaware that Saturday, prior to the
d ance, there was a dinner for trustees,
parents and select students in the
fieldhouse. This dinner, to give a
brief description of it, was ridiculous.
Th e field hous e was tr ansformed
from its normal space into a palatial
dinning room. Walls 15-fcet-hi gh
were constructed using theatrical curtain. Whenever someone was speaking during this dinner, their image
wns projected onto two enormous
screens at the front of this room;
screens large enou gh so every individual hair on the persons' head was

visible on the

other side of
the room.
I was not
invited
to
this event ,

but I had the

good fortune
of b eing able
to work for
ALPS , one
of the many
coinpnnics

that

mode

this dinner
possible.
Three other
important
contri butors

w o r e
Cramer—n
sound nnd video company from outside Boston—Sodexho , consisting
mostly of Colby Dining Services Staff
and the Colby Physical ' Plant
Department .
Tlio' fact I wns working behind t^ho
scenes meant I was able witness
ninny of the aspects that made tlio
dinner possible. Sodexho innde the
largest contribution during the dinner, All of those people worked on a
Saturday! night; until nt least midnight, to inako sure tho dinner wns h
success. While I waswatching all of
this happen, I couldn 't help but think
about this discussion . 'of clns 's that
wns featured in Inst weeks issue.
liero wo had n largo group of peo-

ple working to serve another group
of people. The trustees were fed in
this elaborate, very exp ensiv e room ,
and the people who were serving
them, ate outside, in the badly-lit
cold corner of the fieldhouse.
Further, I witnessed an individual
who was attending the dinner being
very rude to the waitress who was
serving her. I was immediately
struck by the irony of the situation.
Now I will admit that the trustees
are not a part of the "nuclear" community, but they are definitely a part
of our extended community. If class
isn't an issue, then why do we bend
over backwards to please the trustees
when they're here? We even rent limos
for the students to ride around in, so the
students are happier when tlie trustees
are nerc.
On tlie other
hand die staff
thnt works for

PPD nnd the

dinning halls
we, ns students, never
even speak to
most of them.
, At one point
after the dinner I tried to

engage

in

polite conversation with
one of the
waitresses ,
nnd they just
walked away,
apparently
assuming that I wasn't speaking to her.
These people work to make our
lives better every day, but wo never
think to thank them unless they do
something directly for us, like swipe
our curd or make our omelets, nnd
even then not everyone does. If we nro
trying to address class in the Colby
community, we cannot assume Unit
those people work to belter our lives
with no hard feelings towards us, no
matter how we act. We need to
acknowledge th at they nro here , even
if it Just means saying hi when yon
pass them in tho halls or trying to stay
out of their way when they arc working, realizing thnt thoy have a jo b to
do ns well.

Illegal immi gration: a blessing, or a
curse for the U.S. and our economy?
gency. Appallingly, nearly 20 percent
ison population in the state
of the pr
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
of California consists of illegal
aliens. This statistic is troublesome
The United States has always been for two reasons. First, it demonstrates
described as a country of immigrants, that our lack of border security is
yet today many Americans are frus- compromising the safety of our cititrated and angry with our immigration zens; secondly, it sh ows that illegal
policies. What accounts for this immigration is placing a sizeable
change in attitude toward immigrants? economic burden on American taxi
In my opinion, the problem is that so payers,
illegal
The
economic
effect
of
much of the current immigrant population did not enter the country legal- immigration on California is particuly. Hard working Americans do not larly useful to analyze. Many econowelcome the sight of individuals who mists claim that illegal immigrants
receive the same basic services as have a positive effect on the economy,
themselves, but pay virtually no taxes. reasoning that they work for", low
Negative perceptions of immigrants wages and will perform jobs that other
are also a result oft h e proliferation of people find undesirable. This analysis
gang violence and crime stemming may be true; however, most illegal
immigrants do not pay social security
from illegal immigration.
Illegal immigration is a huge dis- or income taxes, since their employers
service to individuals who legally generally pay them in cash. By conenter the country. They come, seeking trast, legal alien s have been proven far
a better l i fe for themselves and their more likely to pay these same taxes.
families, but often times are unfairly So why not allow for more unskilled
lumped together with illegal aliens. A legal immigrants to fill the jobs?
Putting th at aside, proponents of
majority of illegal immigrants likewise have come to the Un ited States illegal immigration greatly underestiwith good intentions; regrettably, they mate its effect on government budgets
are still breaking the law. Nonetheless, and economies. A recent study, entithe most problematic result of weak tled. The Costs of Illegal Immigration
border security continues to be that to Californians, con cludes that illegal
gangs, drug cartels and criminals have immigration costs taxpayers nearly
$10.5 billion a year. Roughly $7.7 bileasy access to the United States.
Th is has led to a huge in crease in lion of that is spent to school the chilcrime and drug trafficking across the dren of illegal aliens, another $1.5
Un ited States, particularly in the billion is used to provide healthcare to
Southwest. New Mexico's Governor il legal aliens, and $1.4 billion is spent
Bill Richardson recently stated th at to incarcerate alien criminals. The
illegal immigration has devastated costs imposed on infrastructure (i.e.
N ew Mex ico with "the ravages an d roads, highways, water and energy) by
terror of human smuggling, drug illegal immigrants are not even
smuggling, kidnapping, murder and included in this figure. To give everydestruction of property." The situa- one some perspective, the 2004-2005
tion has become so dire in Arizon a, budget for California is $119 billion ,
New Mex ico and Californ ia that each so spen ding on illegal immigration
state has declared a state of emer- accounts for approximately 9 percent
By RALPH KETTELL
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by Rand Half

of the entire budget.
The ultraliberal California state legisl ature has done n oth ing to provide
relief to its citizens. Instead, the legislation it has passed h as on ly encouraged more illegal alien s to flock to
California. Most recently, legislators
passed a bill that would have allowed
illegal immigrants to obtain driver's
licenseis (the governor vetoed it).
Equally disturbing is that California's
politicians have given illegal aliens
the right to atten d state universities at
in-state tuition rates. How can a reasonable person justify giving an illegal immigrant a $10,000 discount to
attend an American university?
Finally, there is one other economic consideration that people generally
overlook when looking at illegal
immigration. Most individuals who
flee their native countries to come to
the U nited States leave behind family
and friends. So naturally, many of
them will send upwards of 30% of
their p aychecks to these rel atives or
friends. This sounds noble and generous; unfortunately, it has an adverse
affect on our nation's GDP and economy. Instead of the money going
back into the economy, it is permanently lost.
Illegal imm igratio n i s spirali ng
out of cont rol , with somewhere
between 9 and 15 million undocumented ali en s li vin g in the United
States today. Governments at all
lev els have failed the America n
peop le, especially the feder al government. The Bush administration
must begin to fi x the situ ation by
in creasi n g the si ze of ou r border
patrol and enforcing the immigration laws already on the books.
L ocal and state governm ents, led by
the dim-witted California legislatu re, m ust begin to think in ration al
terms about illegal immigration.

•

True Tales of Terror and Truth from Colb y Securit y

Walmarf: a microcosm for society 's failure t o let adult s wear cos t umes
reserved for adult Halloween cos- peers dressed up as a giant cow?
tumes. Looking at each other with disThe entire Halloween industry
STAFF WRITER
may, my friends and I retained a spark should restructure itself, to include
of hope that Walmart would not disap- and better fit the needs and standards
Aisles as long and wide as the eye point us, an d that th is on e aisle wou ld of adults who wish to unleash a little
can see. Row after row of shampoo, be filled with a variety of creative and of their inner child. Children go tricksoap, and toothpaste galore. There intricate costumes—a valuable, if or-treating and, therefore, need cosare prom ises of bargains at every small, treasure cove of all things tumes, but truthfully, children do not
corner, and lingering scents from the Halloween. ..
pay much attention to others' cosWalmart failed us. With the com- tumes because they are too distracted
Dunkin Donuts wafting through the
air. As most of us know, it is not dif- bin ed power of four girl s that enjoy by the sea of Butterfingers and
ficult to lose yourself in that colossal shopping, the best costumes we could Milkyways pouring into their buckets.
find were a giant cow, a "leopard girl" Adu lts, oh the other hand, have to prestructure, Walmart.
This past weekend, it dawned on a (a tiny leopard print dress complete sent themselves in their costumes at
few of my friends and me that with black elbow-length gloves), and parties where they will be judged by
Halloween is rapidly approaching, a glittery spider cape. What kind of all. Imagine the revenue that the
and we have no costumes. Still world do we live in, where blatant Halloween industry could rake in if
unsure of what we wanted to be, we ageism exists at our local Walmart? they expanded their business to
decided that th e best bet wou ld be to Just because we are no longer adults, specifically targeting the colgrab the Jitney and adventure into the adorable six-year-olds does not mean lege age cohort. Unfortunately, it
land of Walmart—where everything we do n ot wish to dress up and f u lly seems that until the managers of those
you cou ld possibly ever need is at enjoy our Halloween—a right to companies discover this untapped
your fi ngertips. Eager to begin our which every college student is enti- resource, we have to endure sifting
hunt, we managed to resist the giant tled. While children were given twice through the measly selection of cossigns advertising neon orange the amount of space, with twice the tumes while the rows of children's
sweaters decorated with black cats options to choose from , the adu lts costumes are in front of us, mocking
our dilemma.
(for only $9.48), and pumpkin-shaped were left with a pitiful assortment.
Angry with Wal-Mart's discriminaGranted, adults miss a major part of
baskets for trick-or-treating (78
tio
n, I vowed never to shop at the
Halloween
because
our
society
would
cents), and successfu lly located th e
store
again. I then proceeded to walk
not
approve
of
a
full-grown
man
Halloween costume section.
,
indig
nan
tly to the cashier and pay for
We ventured through the aisles of walking around dressed as a pumpkin
children 's costumes, past the plethora knocking on strangers' doors, but at my twenty dollars' worth of gum and
of cute devil s and popular characters the same time, we are expected to be candy corn. I still am searching for a
from recent movies, to find ourselves much more creative than the average Halloween costume— hopefully Kin the one aisle—the one aisle in 'the elementary school child. How can mart will not be as biased.
entire 207,000 square foot building- Walmart expect us to impress our
By NOOR QARGHOU

Po k e Her, IHardl y Kn o w Her

by HooUe Giangreco
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by Steven Weinberg

NOTE: THE OPINIONS EXPRESSED IN THIS COMIC STRIP ARE THOSE OF THE ARTIST AND ARE NOT NECESSARILY SHARED BY THE ECHO.
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By Jared Luther
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-this week
THURSDAY, OCT.27
• Afro-Cubaa Band
7 p.m.
Cotter Union/220 Spa
• The Real Inspector Hound
7:30 p.m.
Runnals/Cellar Theater

FRIDAY, OCT. 28

• InternationalCoffee Hour
4:30 - 6 p.m.
Mary Low Coffeehouse
• The Real Inspector Hound
7:30 p.m.
Runnals/Cellar Theater
» SPB Movies: The Exorcist &
Army of Darkness
8 p.m.
Mary Low/105 Coffeehouse
SATURDAY, OCT.29
• Tour of the Colby College
Museum of Art
2 p.m.
Art Museum/Entire Museum
• Colby Jazz Band
6 p.m.
Bixler/178 Given Auditorium
• Carl Dimow & Jim Leyden
Duo on Guitars
7:30 p.m.
Lorimer Chapel/Rose
• The Real Inspector Hound
7:30 p.m.
Runnals/Celiar Theater
SUNDAY, OCT.30
• Popular Indian Movies:
"Jal Santosi Maa" (1975)
1 p.m.
Lovejoy/100

Toussaint and the China Band return to ,
Colby to celebrate their f i nlay ear together
band in their success. They
delivered a well-mixed and
STAFF WRITER
well-served platter of covers
and origin als, displaying their
in flu en ce from artists like
"What name should I write?"
Barrington Levy, Bob Marley
asked Toussaint the Liberator,
and
Marvin
Gaye.
exhausted, yet smiling, from the
Un fortun ately,they blended in
couches of the Mary Low Coffee
so well with these m asters of
House after a night of reggae,
th e art that it could be difficult
blues and funk. In front of him
to decipher their own, ori gin al
stood several newly acquired fans
sound.
with their newly acquired CDs.
The group formed ou t of
Outside the Coffee House, people
Boston as Carbone (the
sat quietly under a midnight
group 's connection to Colby)
moon, puffing on cigarettes and
ca m e back fr om Shanghai
their
sweaty
bodies.
cooling off
and
, after seeing how westsatisfied
smiles
on
Everyone had
er
n
music was on the rise ,
their faces; heads were nodding to
decided
to gather a group of
the beat, people were stepping
the
"'best
musicians of
from side to side and words of
B
oston'"
(in Toussaint 's
approval were being uttered.
words), who cou ld form a
When I had entered the Coffee
band and make it in the East.
House a few hours earlier,
They quickly became popuToussaint had stood on stage, with
lar in the undergrou nd
his eyes closed and head slightly
Boston scene and never left
lifted. It was clear to me that here
for China. Hence, they were
was a man with a special and giftdubbed "the China Band."
ed voice. Drummer Bill Carbone
The factor that m akes
(also known from Dead Cat
CHRISTIAN TAtMAGE/THE COLBY ECHO
Toussaint an d the China
Bounce) was well mounted Toussaint the Liberator and the Boston-formed group, the China Band, got hearts and
Band something special is
before his kit and delivered rock- beats pumpingat last Friday's MarylowCoffeehouse. Sadly,this is the last year that
(surprise!)
Toussaint the
be
performing
live
together.
will
for
the
rest
of
the
Toussaint
and
the
China
Band
steady grooves
Liberator.
Growing up
China Band. He showcased his
from
reggae
and
Rastafari
culture,
the
singing
gospel
w
ith
his
sister (who
they
sho
w
ed
n
o
e
n
ced
mu
sicia
n
s
,
versatile drumming talents by playmu
sic
te
n
ded
to
lea
n
m
ore
to
w
ards
a
also
performs
with
the
band
as backing with the juicy details of every sign that the grou p has on ly been
funky
sound,
giving
the
crowd
no
ing
vocals)
in
Indiana,
he
tur
n ed to
genre of the plethora they pulled. together little more than a year.
blues and reggae while in college.
As yet another hybrid band (which excuse to stand still at any time.
Along with bassist Nate Edgar,
There are many hybrid bands out He has since performed with such
Carbone laid the foundation for seem to be awfully popular live these
organist Paul Wolstencroft and gui- days), they ventured in between reg- there, and even though Toussaint and artists as Tony Rebel, Wyclef Jean,
tarist Johnny Trama. Definitely a gae, roots and blues. Even though the the Chin a Ban d are talented, it is not Barrington Levy, Damien . Marley
group of very skilled and experi- lyrics had close ties to and inspiration the level of origin ality that carries the and John Legend, and the day before
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On Screen Fri.
I
Oct 28 through Thurs. Nov.3

By NIKOLAI BARNWELL

NORTH COUNTRY
| R Nightly at 4:40, 7:00 and
9:20.; also matinees Sat. and j
Sun. at 12:00 Noon and 2:20
TOUCH THE SOUND
Unrated Nightly at 7:10; also
matinees Sat. and Sun. at 1:10
and 3:10
|

I

1
1
I
1

PROOF
1
PG-13 Nighdy at 7:20; also 1
matinees Sat. and Sun. at 3:20 I
A HISTORY OF VIOLENCE I
j R Nightly at 5:20 and 9:20; |
also matinees Sat. and Sun. at a
EVERYTHING IS
1
ILLUMINATED
I
! PG-13 Nightly at 5:10 and 9:lo |
the concert Friday, fin ished the
debut album with the China Band.
Toussaint has an enchanting voice
that has the rusty, dirty, dusty soun d
that marks a sou lfu l blu es, or reggae , singer, and the craftsmanship of
an exper ien ced gospel sin ger, or as
John D ebruicker '07 put it: "It
sounded like he had smoke co ming
out of his lungs with every word."
Toussaint's voice and the skilled
delivery is what makes a night w ith
Touss a in t and the China Ban d
worthwhile.

The CoBviBBe Collec tion enters the iuse y m of Art

WATERYHLLE
HOUSE OF
Free Delivery,$5 Min, Order

B
tt

Call 873-4300

2 Large Buffalo Pizzas

flltW

2 Large Turkey Subs
(Cheese,lettuce, tomatj o,mayo)

*...«..»».....$7.99

2 Large Cliicken Farms
(Sauce,and melted cheese)

.—557.99

2 Lg. Buf. Chicken Subs
(Cheese, lettuce , tomato, hot sauce)..

87.99

2 Sm. 1 Topping Pizzas

$7.99

Forty pieces of Chinese art from the twelfth century are currently on display at the Colby College Art Museum.

2 Buf. Chicken Calzon.es
.

.

CD Review

$8.99
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"You Could Have It So Much Better " f ails to live up to Fran z Ferdinand 's f irst
By TODD OLMSTEAD
STAFF WRITER

When the Strokes' "Is This It?"
came out in 2001 it exploded. It
seemed the critics couldn't get enough
of them. They were seen ns rock saviors who had nn interesting neo-garnge
sound that could rescue tlie current
.state of rock at the time, which was
being dominated by the hard-rock and
>'
Jf; &U\qwt\U& baf aQ Watch&l by the ef itir® bur on thenrenn-rocking masses of bands like
Korn and Staind. However, you can
only do the same thing so much , nnd
when their second album , "Room On
¦
Fire" came out nt tho end of 2003, it
P8ft 0raft» fK25 . .
||',
|u
wns knocked for sounding too much
'
like the first album. You've got to
§£ \' ' O^Mtl*Orafti 12.00
|
show progress in this business in order
¦
to get real critical .acclaim. ,
Oow.flottto* $2.35
j ^x
Jg tmmj Ml •
The Glasgow-based quartet Franz
Ferdinand Is a very Strokes-csque bnnll
in thnt they were an independent band.
Through the right combination of
aKhYW 1^ Dane* VUmr, Vtarttt ,ft ^^§y W0tm
cntcliiness nnd clmrismn , they worked
themselves onto the world stage ns one
of tlio lending bonds of 2004 in both
mainstream nnd alterniitive critical cirI
cles, My rtmin concern lending up to
tins release of their sophomore album ,

1
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"You Could Have It So Much Better" feels veiy contrived. The whole thing
is that this would be a "Room On Fire," is very over-produced, and loses the
a solid album but below expectations character ofthe first album, which ns n
that doesn't move forward. I would whole was very unassuming. I don 't
find the unbridled passion of tracks
have preferred just thnt.
Their first album , "Frnnz like "Michael ," one of the standouts
Ferdinand," was unique in its identity on the first album. . Instead , consider
nnd had a swagger in that it knew it the firs t single , "Do You Want To,"
was a killer rock record; it was simul- which tries to assume the same
nnthemic status of
taneously cntchy
¦
inKc mc uuv nui
and dark. Kids
who don't like Does Fran z want to it's not natural ; in
fact, it features one of
to dance could
the more annoy ing
dance to it just be the old Franz?
ns much ns kids Or do they want to guitar hooks I can
think of.
who do. It was
go
in
a
different
And while songs
swenty nnd sexy
"Do You Want
like
and sneaky, like direction to buck
try lo imitate
To"
going through
being
of
the
stigma
success ,
the
earlier
the secret back
take
this
album
does
entrance to the just another band
more risks than the
nightclub. "You
in
the
retro
newband did before.
Could Have It
Frnnz is now more
So
Much wave dance- punk
willing to deviate
Better," on the
tr
end
of
2004-2005?
from the nccusother hand, tries
tomed sound on certo do nil this but
tain tracks like
fulls short. The
disco-punk drumming is still in hill "Iileimor Put Your Roots On," which
effect" on tracks like "You're The is a piano-driven ballad; I really like
Reason I'm Leaving," but this nlbnm that they are trying to do this, but

You Could Hnvo it So Much Doltor
Franz Ferdinan d
again it raises questions of identity.
Does Frnnz want to be the old
Frnnz? Or do they wont to go in a
different direction to buck the stigma of being just another band in the
retro new-wave dance-punk trend of
2004-2005? It seems that they 're not
sure, nnd neither am I. Out I want
them to commit , because I think this
wavering is causing them to play
both roles halfheartedly. I'd prefer
cither a really solid "Room On Fire,"
or nn album of totally new sounding
st 11IT, but this is just method acting
and I want my Fran/,back, no matter
which direction they go.

Movie review: "Doom ": Forget the
movie and stick to the video game

choreographing so I
never really got a chance,
STAFF WRITER
to audition, but ; I'd"
always been involved,"
"This is awkward—I've' only done she explained. Fasel
i now!" she started ballet lessons at a
two/ plays up untl
declared. But no matter what she young age of three when
thinks, Rebekah Fasei '08 is art per- she joined a class taught
sonified. Maybe it comes from her by the mother of a friend.
involvement as a Religious Studies And she hasn?t stopped
major and a Creative Writing minor, dancing—she's a memor perhaps it lies in the way she.dress- ber ofthe Colby Dancers
es—chic, not overdone—a skewed and will be teaching a
hat here, an embellished sweater few Scottish Highland
there. And then, you probably saw it dances over the course of
DANA EISENBEBG/THECCHBV ECHO
live when you watched her in "The this semester. She's also Rebekah Fasel '08
Bald Soprano" by Eugene Ionesco in working with Allyson
the Museum last spring. 1 haven't Rudolph '07 on some ballet pieces onstage than in the wings.
"K'arin (the director of 'The Bald
known anyone else to look so fetch- from The Swan Lake and Sleeping
Beauty. "I was a dedicatecTballet stu- Soprano') was really' sweet and it
ing exercising in her nightgown!
Now you get to see her in action dent till halfway through when we wasn't difficult working with her at
again in "The Real Inspector moved from Branson, MI to Kansas all," she said of her induction into
Hound" by Tom Stoppard running City where I couldn't find many the busy world of rehearsals, tech
October 27, 28 and 29 in the Cellar good ballet classes, so I quit and took nights and shows. I remember the
theatre. From what I've heard, this up Scottish Highland dancing." She piece vividly for its bizarre diaone you just don't want to miss! told me how it's popular and perti- logue in a humdrum setting and the
One of Colby's rather rare come- nent especially if you have a Scottish controlled vivacity of its characdies, sponsored by Powder and Wig or Celtic heritage (which she does ters. "It was a very distinct social
and directed by Dustin Hilt and indeed). As an added bonus her elder commentary; what you say doesn't
Isaac Needell, Fasel describes it as brother is to be married in a rented always matter. It brings to light
"a parody of melodrama." She plays castle in Scotland over the summer how hard it can be to communicate
the part of Felicity Cunningham, a so she might even get a chance to with each other and how little our
own ideas matter."
lady made bitter by the competition show off her talents at home base!
Intrigued? Can't watch that one
Anyway, having learned all the
in the playing field for young eligible men, and as she describes, tricks of the trade from behind the again, but I promise you, 'The
"There's suspense, comedy—it's a scenes, Fasel came to Colby and Real Inspector Hound' will not
decided to put those to good use, disappoint you on any grounds. "It
totally out there play!"
Here's where I backtrack—that's wowing audiences here; "I was seems pretty normal until about
not' an easy combination to draw pretty nervous to speak or sing halftime, when you suddenly realonstage—how did this Kansas City onstage, so I didn't audition for ize that everything is pretty
(Missouri) girl get so good at drama, anything at first, but then I watched messed up" —I'm told that the
especially given that she hasn't had my classmates landing great roles plot is abound with twists in the
much experience onstage, yet? and saw so much potential there, so game. And Fasel will enjoy the
"Well, I did a lot of musical theater, I thought I'd give it a try." Now limelight once again.
but I spent most of my life and time she's decided that she prefers to be

By JOERO SE THARAKAN

By MATT THOMAS
STAFF WRITER

Rating: 1.5 out of 5 stars
I have some fond childhood memories of playing the "Doom" games.
So in a bout of useless nostalgia
(either that or a lack of enthusiasm
for more Oscar-fluff drivel such as
"North Country"), I decided to gamble on the game 's big-screen rendition. I wish I hadn 't. Maybe I should
have known better—Hollywood
video game adaptations are notorious for being almost unwatchable
("Tomb Raider," anyone?), and
"Doom" sadly carries on this tradition. This is the kind of movie that
will only appeal to a limited audience—namely, peop le that are huge
fans of the game. The rest of us,
however, will have a much harder
time being so forgiving.
The story—what little of it there
is—concerns a marine assault team
sent to contain an outbreak on a Mars
research facility in the near-future,
where scientists have been screwing
around with genetics and creating
zombie and demon mutations. The
team consists of cookie-cutter tough
guy Sarge (The Rock), the troubled
John Grimm aka "Reaper" (Karl
Urban) and a half-dozen other soldiers who exist for no reason except
to get butchered. If you 've ever sat
through a survival/horror flick like
this before (i.e. "Alien"), you should
know exactly what to expect.
Enough bad things can't be said
about this movie—even if one can
accept bad acting and the threadbare
plot as necessary evils for entertainment's sake. "Doom" simply doesn't
work as either an action or a horror
film. Director Andrzej Bartkowiak

Rebekah Fasel '08

WWW.M0V1ES.YAH00.COM

The thrill ofthe video gamejust doesn 't translate to the movie in Doom. "
throws out nearly every sci-fi/horror
cliche imaginable in pathetic, halfhearted attempts to frighten viewers:
animals that appear to be harmless are
actually monsters (and vice-versa),
corpses vanish before re-appearing as
zombies, creatures are only shown
through quick glimpses in the dark
(which has the added convenience of
hiding the shoddy special effects), etc.
The action scenes are handled with
equal incompetence. Apparently,
Bartkowiak thinks that muzzle flashes
from weapons are an adequate source
of lighting; consequently, I was hardpressed to discern what transpired
during major gun battles and thus
unable to enjoy the action.
I guess it was obvious that good
acting couldn't save "Doom," so
nobody bothered trying. The Rock
is perhaps the only exception here,
tackling the role of Sarge with the
right kind of over-the-top charm
that screams "don 't take me seriously; I'm just having fun being a

badass." The rest of the cast, however, seems as bored acting in this
film as I was watching it.
If this movie gets any brownie
points, it's for staying true to its
source material. Well, to some extent
—the story is quite a bit different (the
creatures were an alien race in the
game, not mutations), but the overall
aesthetic is retained otherwise. The
sets and the monsters are ripped
straight from the game, and a thrashmetal/industrial soundtrack accompanies the action.' Furthermore, there's
one very well-choreographed action
scene at the end that takes place from
Reaper 's perspective with his assault
rifle visible on the lower screen blasting demons and zombies—an obvious homage to the game's first-person
action. But even if "Doom" does satisfy the game's fans, I can't imagine
that's a particularly difficult task to
accomplish, given that the game itself
(like most video games) is pretty thin
on substance to begin with.

Halloween Beer Review

A scary encoun t er wi t h t he " Mean Girls " of Alfond

CO Review 2
RevRun leaves listeners cheated and yet begging f or more

By STEVE LUKE and MATT
BIRCHBY
STAFF WRITERS

STAFF WRITER

.

For this ghoulish Halloween
edition of the weekly beer review,
we decided to scare ourselves to
the brink of docker defecation. So
we ventured over to the most
intimidating ly gorgeous room on
campus at Alfond 142 to have the
"Hot" Holly Eydenberg '06, the
whimsical warrior poet Kate
Zeigler '06 , Jenna "I jump in
freezing above-ground pools fully
clothed in white" Morrison '06
and Sage, the buxom beauty formerly known as Katy Barus '06.
To compliment these scary ladies,
we had them test some ofthe most
horrifying yet tacitly inviting beverages for a true man to buy; Peach
Twisted Tea and Mike's Hard
Lime. To no one's surprise, the
colors of these beverages mirror
the jovial colors of the pumpkin
costume Lizotte's mother made
him wear for the last 16 years—a
homely orange and vivid green.
We said little as the "Mean Girls "
welcomed us into their inner circle ,
for fear of our voices cracking like a
pubescent 7th grader. Wc had decided
lo keep the two malt beverages a
secret to the ladies , and as we
revealed our first to test , the Peach
Twisted Tea—the ladies let out
shrieks and moans, inducing our
hearts into .' pal pitation. We came to
realize that wc totally underestimated
our judgment of these libidin ous
loveliettes, for our assumption that all
hot chicks, nnd Alex Brohm , enjoy
"bitch beers" backfired.
Bams informed us, "Umm. Holl y
nnd I only drink Guinness or Long
Islan d Iced Tens—unlike most hairprimp ing sluts." Eydenbcrg concurred ,
and after taking her first sip, remarked
"this tastes like Snapple— is it ok if I
add two shots of Rum to it?" Morrison
gnvc it a try, ond explained to us "it 's
not that bad , but If I have more tlinn
one I will definitely vomit—much like
freshmen girls do." Zeigler, walking
out ofthe shower in her silk bathrobe,
took one sip nnd gave us the evil eye,
and then pounded it with disdain. In
the end, the vivacious vixens admitted
that they would never purchase such
nn amat eur infusion, but they would
drink it if two studs offered to tnke it
off them as body shots, which we def-

of them. Run has a lot
to say on his new
album , but he leaves the
listener wanting more.
In this case, that 's not
really a good thing.
"Distortion" only has
ten tracks, and the
longest one is three minutes long. It has some
great beats, good samples tied into some ofthe
songs and it's less about
bling bling than most
Distortion
other rap albums. Run
Rev Run
discusses Revelations
Island
Def
Jam Music Group
without shoving Biblical
references in your face,
and his music is mostly
about his happiness to be in front of which combines some great 80's
the
mike
making
music. samples with writing help from
Unfortunately, the tracks end really Darryl "DMC" McDaniels, and the
quickly. I found myself really get- album 's ending track, "Distortion."
The production on this album
ting into a song, and then when it
was good , and the samples were
ended I said, "That's it?"
Among the good songs on this well chosen. Plus, it 's sometimes
alb um w ere Run's first single, good to hear a hip-hop album that 's
"Mind on the Road." It features a not about how rich someone is or
sample of the Blackhearts' "I Love how many women are in his bed.
Rock N Roll ," and is reminiscent of However, this album was way too
Run DMC's hit "King of Rock." short. Granted it 's annoying t o hear
Above the heavy guitar riffs comes other rap and R&B tracks that arc
Run's voice that has dimmed little five minutes long only because the
with age, coming at you with the full chorus is repeated eighteen times
force of his lyricism. The before the song ends, but 23 minBlackhearts' sample fit this song utes is way too short a time for an
perfectly, but the song is only two album. Run could have filled that
minu tes long. It packs a lot of time with another verse for each
power, but comes to a screeching song, perhaps some special guest
halt forcing the listener to rub his appearances by other rappers or
even some outside production help.
head wondering what happened.
The other good tracks on this Instead, Distortion has the potenal bum included "Boom Ditty," tial to take off, but leaves the liswanting
more
and
which is reminiscent,of songs by the tener
,"
Stop
Y'AII
simul
taneously
feeling
cheated.
't
Boys,
Beastie
"Don

By DAN BURKE
Joseph "Reverend Run" Simmons
is one of hip-hop's pioneers. From
the beginning of Def Jam recordings
to rap music being played on MTV
for the first time, to the release ofthe
movie "Krush Groove", he's been
there. He recorded four groundbreaking albums with Run DMC in the
80's, and has resurfaced with his solo
effort "Distortion", which has been
produced by his brother, Def Jam

To complement
these scary
ladies , we had
them test some of
the most horrifying yet tacitly
inviting beverages
for a true man to
buy, Peac h
Twisted Tea and
Mike 's Hard Lime.
initely did not do,
So this monster bash moved on to
the Mike 's Hard Lime, which wns
not nearly as scary as soberly conversing with one of these fetching
females. Mot Holly was the first to
comment, "This reminds nic of the
cramped backsent of a Chrysler
L e B nron freshmen y ear of hig h
schooL.wait , don 't put that in , my
parent 's are going to read this." Ms.
Zeigler decided to make n slum poem
of her experience , "Acidic lime
explosion of mechanized love/ River
of ficto Cooler trickling down the

esophagus of a Unicorn/ Fake pleasure of the Gods/ Give me back my
Apple Mart ini. " The Writing Center
is still deciphering her theme, as wc
sat and pondered her masterpiece.
Morrison broke the awkward silence
and disco ball gaze with an inebri ated revelation , "This tastes like a lime
popsiclc." In which Sage questioned
aloud , "Do you think we could make
alcohol popsiclcs?" This led to a 30
minute debate; the conclusion being
that the only possibility would be if
one were to freeze a Jcllo shot with a
num ber 2 pencil in it. All in all , the
ladies reaction to the lime was scarier than being a hated middle school
teacher the night before Halloween.
Reviewing t hese "Mean G irls"
mana ged to be less intimidating than
Lindsey Lohan 's true life nemesis,
Hillary Duff. Without Aaron Carter
around , the two of us decided to woo
these ladies like vampires in the
nig ht. As n result , the ladies flawless
formalities vanished as the bar wc
once served these beverages turned
int o n dance platform ofthe likes not
even witnessed on Titty Tuesdays nt
the Bob'In, These once daunting darlin gs determined thnt neither malt
beverage was a Trick or Treat, however if a poison must be chosen the
Twisted Ten proved to be the drink of
choice for nny wicked witch.

Unfortunatel y, the
tracks end really
quickly. I found
myself reall y getting into a song,
and then when it
ended I said ,
"That 's it?"
Recording founder Russell Simmons.
"Distortion " has b een released
in conjunction with Rev Run 's
new reality show, "Run's House."
With this album , Run j oins LL
Cool J, Dr. Dre, and Biz Markie
among the ranks of 80's a nd early
90' s rappers who have resurfaced
when we thought we heard the last
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seasonpredictions
Continued From Page 12
Bulls, Heat, Wizards.
Western Conference
Northwest Division: Jazz finish
first as Andrei Kirilenko comes back
with a bang. Nuggets second as
Carmelo Anthony finally has an outstanding year and Kenyon Martin gets
back to the form of his New Jersey
days. Timberwolves third as Kevin
Gamett continues to be one ofthe best
players in the league but still has no
help from his teammates. Sonics perform decently but Ray Allen doesn't
repeat his ridiculous '04-'05 season
and Seattle slides out of the playoff
picture. Blazers off-court problems
make sure they stay in the cellar.
Southwest Division: Spurs come
in first as Tim Duncan continues to
dominate. Rockets get better in

I'll hold off on
making playoff
predictions until
I know how
wrong my regular season ones
are next sprin g.
Tracy McGrady's second season and
give the Spurs a run for their money
as Stromile Swift gives Yao Ming
some much needed help down in the
low post. Mavericks third and in the
playoffs as Mark Cuban sets a new
record for fines. Grizzlies regress
from last year as they miss Bortzi
Wells and Jason Williams. Hornets
suck, though Chris Paul wins rookie
ofthe year.
Pacific Division: Warriors a surprising one as Baron Davis dominates like he did last year, Jason
Richardson and Mike Dunleavy run
and gun and this deep team becomes
Phoenix deuce and leads the NBA in
scoring. Kings second as Peja
Stojakovic comes back with a
vengeance and they don't have to
deal with Webber. Suns third but
miss Amare Stoudemire and Joe
Johnson badly and barely make the
playoffs. Phil Jackson returns but
can't help a Laker team that has nothing besides Kobe Bryant and Lamar
Odom. Clippers finish last but play
respectable ball.
Western Conference playoff teams:
Jazz, Nuggets, Spurs, Rockets, Mavs,
Warriors, Kings, Suns.
There you have it, I'll hold off on
making playoff predictions until I
know how wrong my regular season
ones are next spring.

Women 's soccer wins in overtime to Connecticut College
By LINDSAY BARADA
STAFF WRITER

The Colby women's soccer team
clinched a New England Small
College Athletic Conference playoff
position with their 3-2 victory over
Connecticut College this past
Saturday. Earlier in the week, the
Mules dominated Husson College in
a 4-0 massacre. With the two wins
under their belt, Colby enhanced
their overall record 7-2-3 and 3-2-3
in the NESCAC.
The Husson Eagles were no match
for Colby as they struggled to get the
ball anywhere near the Mules' defensive box. Husson's goalie was forced
to make numerous spectacular saves
in order to keep the Eagles in the game
as they were outshot by a margin of
16-2. Less than five minutes into the
game, Laura Williamson '07 initiated
the game's goal chain reaction when
Libba Cox '07 forced Husson's goalie
to come out of the goal in order to
block a shot. W^th the goalie out of
position, Cox took advantage of the
situation by passing to Williamson,
who sent a low, hard shot to the back
corner of the net. With the goal,
Williamson moved into second place
on Colby's all-time scoring list with
32 goals and 11 assists for 75 career
points. It was also her fourth gamewinning goal ofthe season.
Once the dam was broken, Colby's
momentum could not be stopped. Ten
minutes later, Cox garnered her own
goal when Katie McCabe '08 sent a
corner kick to her sister and CoCaptain Kara McCabe '06. McCabe,

By EMILY McCLURE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The men's crew varsity eight and
the women's crew varsity eight traveled to Boston this past weekend to
participate in the 41st annual Head
ofthe Charles competition.
The competition originally began
between Harvard University and
Cambridge Boat Club. The course
covers approximately three miles,
all up stream, and passes beneath a
total of five three-arched bridges.
These bridges, along with the severe
winding ofthe river contribute to the
thrill of the event.
The Week's footbridge near
Harvard's boathouse is a particularly
popular place for watching the race

The Hu sson
Eagles were no
match for Colby
as they struggled
to get the ball
anywhere nea r
the Mules ' defensive box.
in turn, headed the ball to Cox who
then headed the ball over the Husson
goalie's outstretched hands.
Right before the second half,
Amanda Comeau '09 worked the ball
up the right side of the field, creating
an offensive opportunity for Meg
Cordner '07 who accurately aimed the
ball past an Eagles' defender and
goalie into the back ofthe net.
However, Colby was not quite finished with the Eagles. With four minutes left in the game Jessica
Lueders-Dumont '09 cemented the
win when she went one-on-one with
the goalie, outmaneuvering her and
scoring with a solid shot to the corner
ofthe net.
Liza Benson '07 has had an incredible season so far with her unyielding
performance in net. Benson earned
NESCAC Player of the Week last
week with five shutouts and an
allowance of only eight goals in ten
appearances.
The Mules extended their winning

as this is the area with the sharpest
turn as well as a difficult bridge. The
Colby crews, since arriving back on
campus this fall, have been practicing for an opportunity specificall y
like this, rowing in all sorts ¦ of
inclement weather, practicing tight
turns around the available islands on
Lake Messalonskee, and even practicing racing so close to a neighboring boat as to exchange paint
between clashing oars.
Colby's men's varsity eight, also
known as the WaterVillian Rowing
Club, competed in the men's collegiate eight event. They came up
against many formidable favorites
including Trinity College, St
Flori da
Joseph's
University,
Institute of Technology, Harvard
University and the Charles River

Volleyball victorious in three matches
but fall to Wellesley at Hall of Fame
By LAURA WILLIAMSON
STAFF WRITER

Volleyball went 3-1 on the weekend
participating in the Hall of Fame
Tournament hosted by Smith College.
The women took wins over conference rival Amherst College, Wheaton
Colle ge an d Moun t Holy okc whil e
falling 1-3 to Wellesley College
Friday night. The team , currently
ranked first in New England and in the
New England Small College Athletic
Conference, is looking to host the
NESCAC tournament and possibly
the first round of NCAAs.
Friday night the team took on
Mount Holyokc, taking a 3-0 (30-18,
30-2 1, 30- 19) win. Jenny Lawrence
'09 finished with 37 assists, nine digs
an d four aces, while Captain Kaitlin
Ad ams '06 tallied 12 kills on the
match. Defensive libera Kendall
Kirby '07 was good for 17 digs,
Captain Caitlin Cleaver '06 finished
with nine kills nnd Cnssic Snncnrticr
'08 hnd five aces on the match.
In Col by 's second match of the
evening, the Mules unfortunately fell
to Wellesley 1-3 (22-30, 27-30, 30-22,
18-30). "I felt like Wellesley wns
much more excited for this match than
we were. They were definitely firing
on nil cylin d ers nn d wc were just
going through the motions. Our ball
control needs to be much better, especially ngainst the better teams so wc

can diversify our offense," said H ead Colby took on Amherst and defeated
Coach Candice Parent.
them 3-2(19-30, 30-17, 25-30, 30-23,
Cleaver had 13 kills, four blocks 15-12) to give Colby a 2-0 record
and eight digs, while Captain Megan against the Lord Jeffs this season.
Devlin '06 added 12 kills and 13 digs. "Taking on a conference rival really
Adams tallied 11 kills and four blocks boosted out energy. Wc were finally
on the night, as first-year Jenny able to pull everything together and
Lawrenc e h a d a n
end the weekend
outstanding
41
on a 1 positive note
assists and 15 digs.
going into our last
"Though we're disvycek of re gular
appointed in the loss,
season
p iny,"
it was beneficial to
Parent
snid.
experience this level
C leaver ha d 2 0
of play and I believe,
kills, two aces nnd
in the future, we will
21 digs. Adams
be capable of beating
added 15 kills and
teams similar to
three aces, while
Wellesl ey," Cleaver
Lawrence ha d 51
said.
Candice Parent assists and 17 digs.
Head Coach
Devlin als o h ad a
In th e team 's first
match on Saturday,
good match with
Colby
13 kills and 22
defeated
digs, while Kir by
Wheaton 3-0 (20-24,
31-29, 30-21) though it was a hard- continues to lend the team in detensc
fought match, "We definitely played with 28 digs.
better [on Saturday]; however we
Cleaver is very enthusiastic nnd
were still lacking the high energy wc excit ed nbout her tenm 's position
usually bring to the court," Paren t going into tournament time. "The win
sni d. Cleaver had an amazing 21 kills ngainst Amherst definitely boosted
in three matches, just shy of her per- our confidence for this coming weeksonal nnd school record of 22. She end rtt Williams where we will play a
also added two aces, three blocks and conference matches thnt will deterten di gs. Devlin tallied ten kills and mine who hosts the NESCAC tournasix di gs, whil e Lawrence hnd 36 ment. If we piny with the intensity we
assists , thr ee aces an d seven d igs. had in the final match on Saturday wc
Kirby added three aces nnd 17 digs.
have a great chance of having home
In the final match of the weekend, court advanta ge come playoffs."

They wer e definitely firing on
all cylinders and
we were jus t
going through
the motions .

ECHO FILE PHOTO

Women's soccer took two wins last week over Husson College and Connecticut College. With a NESCACrecord

of'3-2-3, the women have now clinched a NESCACp layoff" spot. They take on Bates College this weekend and
hope to improve their record to 4-2-3.
streak to four games with the 3-2 double overtime win against Conn.
Things were not looking good for the
Mules when they faced a 0-2 scoring
deficit 57 minutes into the game.
However, Colby was clearly not
deterred and only became more determined to gain a come-from-behind
victory over the Camels.
Liz Morbeck '07 closed the goalscoring gap between the two teams
when she scored unassisted 20 minutes into the second half. Two min-

Rowing Association, which is a
pseudonym used by some Harvard
University boats. With a time of
16:57.8, the men placed 28th of 41.
Their time was 6.16 percent greater
than the winning time of 15:58.7 by
Trinity. A percentage of less than
five percent is necessary for automatic entry into the next year's
event. The finish is a bit disappointing for the crew. Colby has always
struggled to finish within the five
percent range at the Head of the
Charles, especially when the weather shows itself as cold and rainy as
it was this weekend. However, the
valiant effort that the team did put in
placed them only ten seconds
behind Bates, the top common
Colby competitor in the race.
The Colby women's varsity eight

utes later, spurred on by the sudden
change of pace, Williamson netted the
equalizing goal off of a rebound from
Meggie Herlihy '08. With three minutes left in the game, it looked as if
Williamson would gain the gamewinning goal when she blasted the
ball to the upper right corner of the
net. The Camels' goalie made an
unbelievable leaping save to preserve
the tie in regulation.
In the second overtime, Williamson
gained control ofthe ball ten yards in

competed in the women's championship eight event. Their competitors included the Dutch national
team, the American national team,
the Canadian national team,
Princeton University and Yale
University. Their. hdp^w«?rejiotto
win the event, but rather to improve
their finish placement over past
years. This year they placed 31st
out of 47 with a time of 18:24.05.
This time was 11 percent greater
than the winning time of 16:34.6 by
the U.S. national team . Very few
teams that Colby commonly compete with participated in this event,
with most opting for the slightly
less challenging colleg iate eight
competition, but those who did
were slaughtered by the women 's
varsity eight-an excellent outlook

front of the net and instantly connected with Morbeck, who was anticipating the pass, for the game-winner.
Colby out-shot Conn by a margin of
15-10, crediting Benson with seven
saves to Conn's ten.
The Mules will try to remain
undefeated at home this week as they
played the University of Southern
Maine at home on Tuesday and Bates
arrives on Saturday for an II a.m.
game.

for the spnng season to come.
Both crews, although not performing as well as hoped for at the
Head ofthe Charles, look forward to
this weekend when they shall be racing on their own home course at the
Hume) Center in the annual CBB*fall
head raced The race will take -place
on Saturday and all are invited to
come. The novice team will finally
have their first chance at a real race
and are chomping at the bit to prove
themselves in such. The varsity
women and men are sharpening
their skills daily and preparing to
drop the hammer on Bates and
Bowdoin. Colby crew plans to come
out on top this year and now it's time
to start that climb.

Classless: Why the New Orleans Saints should stay in New Orleans

EVERYBODY'S UNDERDOG
By ZACH RUSSEM

The New Orleans Saints have likely played their last game in New
Orleans. While the Saints' ownershi p
denies this is the case, it seems likely
that the Saints will play the 2006 season in San Antonio, and that Los
An geles is likely to be their home
there after. This , despite the fact that
the Superdome will likely be repaired
by the start of the 2006 season.

While I do not mean to suggest
that the people of New Orleans are
very concerned right now with the
future of their NFL franchise, it still
does not make it okay that this move
is being considered. It's kind of like
taking a guy 's wallet after he was just
run over by an 18-vvheeler. It 's not
his biggest problem at the time , but
it's just not right.
But my biggest concern is not for
the fans that look forward to the Saints
game every Sunday for half the year.
No, my biggest concern is for those
who make their living, or part of their
livin g, parkin g cars , pouring beers (or
cleaning them up), nnd scalpin g tickets at Saints games.
Wc have seen the poverty that persists throughout the New Orleans in
the wake of Kntrinn; let us not forget
those people as the city rebuilds. It 's

more than jobs that will be lost if the
Saints leave town. The team creates an
enormous amount of tax revenue for
New Orleans and Louisiana. And
what is behind this slap in the face to
New Orleans: the desire for more revenue on the part of the Saints owners.
It's not that the ownership is trying to
preserve the Saints by moving them to
a city that has the capacity to hold
them. Rather, it is the Saints ownership taking advantage of a natural disaster, a hum an t ra gedy, to move the
team to a more profitable market.
The New Orleans metropolitan area
has a population of about 1.3 million ,
while t he L os A ngeles m etr opo li t an
area has a population of about 12.8
million p eople. Yes, LA has seen t wo
p revi ous franchises lenve t he ci ty, but
Continued on Page U

wwyThe Echo is no longercomingthe Colby football team
Following The Colby Echo J oke issue printed in the spring of 2004, the Colby football
coaches decided that they would no longer speak with The Echo staff. This decision was
based upon their reaction to a parody which we ran depicting a football player as
"Devastated of the Week." However, in thefall of 2004, thefootball captains were still willing to speak with Echo staff members. All cooperation from the team has been cutoff this
season, following the 2005 joke issue, in which no players of any sport were singled out.
Thefootball coaches were upset that the baseball team was teased in that issue because of
their winless season. The coaches and players have made a team decision to not speak with
The Echo. Because there are no writers who have the knowledge to write articles on the
football team without the input and assistance of football p layers and coaches, nor the time
to attend everyfootball game, home or away, in order to know what happened , The Echo
is no longer able to run articles on the team. The Echo staff looksforward to working with
the football team in the future and wishes the team the best of luck this season.

Women's ultimate frisbee goes o-4 at UMass tourney
that they did not fan- as well as they

team. "Our zone defense was devastating. We had nationally ranked
offenses completely devastated. Our
women were able to adapt td anything
thrown at them. It; came down to an
understanding of their positions and to
their hustle."
Overall, the women finished fourth
in the tournament and are yery pleased
with their success. In feet, they easily
beat the team that ended up winning
the tournament, proving their capabilities on the field. "I couldn't have
asked for more heart and effort from
my team. I can't say that I've been
prouder of them and what they've
been able to accomplish on the field.
We were so successful that the tournament director asked us back in the
spring. We'll be there arid hopefidly
even stronger than we were this fall,"
Manzer said. It looks like women's
ultimate is off to another strong start
and looking to improve everyday.
On the men's side, Luke reported

9-8. Senior Captain Jamie Manzer
prides her team on a win over the
STAFF WRITER
University of Vermont, where they
came back after a 3-0 deficit to win
s
ultimate
10-4. "That says so much about what
and
women'
The men's
v
ersity
o
f
our
team can do when we're really
teams convened at the Uni
focused
on our goals. Every time we
r
st
t
h
is
past
Massachusetts at Amhe
got
on
the
line after scoring a point we
tournament
weekend for a two day
would
say
we wanted one more
weather,
complete with inclement
,
down
and
Manzer
said. The women's
point,"
muddy fields and of course
dirty ultimate frisbee. The women's team followed this strategy and on the
team fared well overall and was happy first day of play they successfully beat
with their record of 5-4. However, the Boston University, the University of
men's team play was rather "inconsis- Vermont, Skidmore College and
tent," according to senior Co-Captain Smith College. Their only losses were
Steve Luke. On the whole, both teams to top seeded MIT and to Northeastern
were excited to get out there and play University.
The second day of the tournament
some ultimate and the excitement was
for the women began in the champishown in their effort.
The women took their first three onship track. They took their first
games and then stumbled, losing their game 9-0. However, without their
fourth game in a row to top seeded main handler (a key player ininultiInstitute
of mate^ the exhausted squad lost the
Massachusetts
Technology. However, it was a very semi-finals. Manzer also has high
close game with the final score being praise for the defensive end of the

By ERIN SHANLEY

Devastator ; of -the Week -

had wished at the two day tournament.
"We ended up losing some games that
we should've won, and our play was
very inconsistent." The men lost to
UVM, Syracuse University, Boston
University, Brown University and
Amherst College. They defeated the
UMass-Amherst B team. The Colby
men were very pleased at how close
they came to defeating -Brown, the
defending national champions: the
score was 13-11. Luke attributes this
to everyone stepping up their, play.
Despite the losses, the men's team is
remaining positive. "The tourney was
a great opportunity to let a lot of virgin ultimate players get some playing
time at an A level tournament," said
Luke. The men's team is looking forward to improving their play and
working out some kinks until their
next tournament on Nov. 4.

Men's rugby crushes Bowdoin Polar Bears, 30-5
By WALTER CAMP BELL
STAFF WRITER

While the women's rugbyteam was
not able to defeat Bowdoin this weekend, the men's team crushed the Polar
Bears 30-5.
In spite ofthe effort they put forth,
the women's rugby team lost to
Bowdoin with a score of 5-22. The
two main reasons for their defeat
were that much of Colby's team was
inj ured an d that Bowdoin had a strong
team. "The team is plagued with
injuries at this point in the season,
keeping some ofthe strongest players
on the sidelines," said Co-Captain
Lauren Erickson '06. Although this
has created some problems for the
team, it definitely has its advantages
for players who would not ordinarily
get the chance to compete. "It has
given some ofthe underclassmen the
opportunity to step up and play in the
A-side games," said Co-Captain Nani
Phil ps '06.
Bowdfliflfeskill .was another reason
for Colby's defeat. Erickson said, "As
always, Bowdoin was a very strong
team with quick backs and a solid forward pack. We had difficulty holding
our own against their powerful scrum

with momentum."
After Wheelock's drop kick early in
the half, with a score of 13-5, they
gained even more momentum and
started scoring try after try. Wheelock
said that, "Charles Wilson played a
spectacular game at fullback and Nick
Stielau '06 gave us great en ergy
despite being injured. Walking off the
field together after a win like 'that is
the best feeling in the world."
The feeling sh ould motivate them
to do even better in the match they
have against Middlebury College this
upcoming weekend. The match is the
New England championships and wlli
be held at Middlebury.

The men's team, on the other hand,
won their Bowdoin match. The game
ended with a score of 30-5. According
to Captain John Wheelock '06, "it was
the best game we have played all
year." John Koury '09, Nick Stielau
'06, Charles Wilson '07 and Merle
Eisenberg '07 all scored a try.
According to Wheelock, "Rob Oh '07
hit two try conversion kicks as well as
a penalty kick, and I hit a three point
drop kick to begin the second half." It
looked as though Colby was going to
end the first half down 5-3, but with
only seconds left in the half, Koury
scored a try. Wheelock said that after
this they "went into the [second] half

and need to work on our tackling.
According to Philips , their main
problem was that they were unable to
"generate a successful offense." Jamie
Fierce's '08 kicking helped advance
Colby offensively an d Sarah Belden
'06 was able to score Colby's on e try
ofthe game. Philips saidthat "despite
the score, we played a good game
overall and we played our hardest
until the final whistle blew."
Their next game is on Saturday
against Tufts University in the consolation tournament.The game wlli be a
home game, but since the Colby field
is currently unplayable, the team wli
need to find another place to play.

icBraebeyer '06

As a captain for the men's rugby team, Brockmeyer has led the team to- '
multiple victories through his ability to score tries. The team is currently
' undefeated as they head into the New Englan d championships this weekend.
On Sept. 24, Brockmeyer scored two tries in a 54-0 bashing of Maine
Maritime Academy. Brockmeyer scored two more tries against the
University of Maine at Orono on Oct. 1, whom the Mules defeated 12-5 in
their closest match of the season. He added a try per game, in victories over
the University of Maine at Farmington and Bowdoin College.
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it is still the second largest market and
would undoubtedly be more lucrative
than a franchise in New Orleans. LA
does have to college football powerhouses, UCLA and USC, and that
would detract from the value of any
NFL franchise. But with those two
PAC 10 rivals comes two existing stadiums capable of hosting NFL competition.
What about that famous Southern
California laid-back attitude that has
kept the NFL away for years? I think
it's safe to say that the Saints, the
22nd most valued franchise in the
NFL, would stand to gain from a
move to the second largest market in
tlie country. There has always been
this fear that fans in LA will show up
late and leave early like they do for
Dodger games to beat the traffic. But
baseball is everyday and football is
once a week, so this shouldn't be an
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Money for College.
The Army Is currently offering
sizeable bonuses of up lo $20,000.
In addition io the cash bonuses/
you may qualify for up to $70,000
for college through Ihe
Montgomery GI Bill and Army
College Fund. Or you could pay
back up to $65,000 of qualifying
student loans through the Army's
Loan Repayment Program. To find
out more, call (207) 873-2594.
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If tlie Saints really wanted to stick
it to their fans in New Orleans they
could throw the rest ofthe season and
draft cither USC ' quarterback Matt
Leinart or USC running back Reggie
Bush. Willi an LA hero like either of
these guys in place, the LA market is
even more of sure improvement over
New Orleans. I suppose there is no
question that they could no longer be
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F ieldhockey takes a tough NESCACloss to Conn
By DAN SCHUPACK
STAFF WRITER

The Colby field hockey team suffered another tough New England
Small College Athletic Conference
loss on Saturday at the h an ds of t h e
Connecticut College Camels.
Both teams came out playing tough
on what turn ed o ut to be a cold an d
rainy fall day. Most of the first half
s aw the teams battli ng back and forth,
with neither team really . getting an
advantage over the other. "Our
defense played ex celle n t," Head
Coach Amy Bernatchez said.
" Connecticut College has one of t he
faste st transiti on offenses in t h e
NESCAC and we did an excellent job
of s lowing that dow n to keep us in t he
game," she added.
. Despite slowing this offense, the
Mules defense was not able to completely shut them down. The Camels
did get of f five first half shots , one of
which got through the Mules defense
into the net . With abo ut ten minutes
left in the half, sopho m ore A lex
Albright took a pass from junior Liz
Longo and put it in the bac k of the
Colby net.
The Mules offen se did get many
good first half opp ortu n ities to sco re
and actually but-shot the Camels 6-5

in the half. They also had three first
half penalty coiners, but Connecticut
goalkeeper Ashley Kenersbn made
t wo big f irst h alf sav es to keep the
Mules scoreless at the break.
The Camels came out strong again
in the seco nd half , continuing to push
the ball towards the Mules net. They
got off seven second half shots and
had four seco nd half penalty comers
to put pressure on the Mules defense.
Abo ut te n minutes into the seco nd
half , the Camels were able to break
the Colby defense again for their second goal ofthe game. This time it was
Albright with the assi st to Jill Mauer
'08 , who netted what ended up being
the game winner.
Colby co nti nu ed to play hard to end
out the game. Their offense again had
some good scoring chances, but j u st
weren 't able to put the bal l past
Kenerson. Finally, with only nine seconds left in the game, Jen Reilly '08
took the bal l and shot it into the back
of the Cam els n et to make the fin al
score 2-1. Despite the loss , goal keeper
Jamie Enos '08 played well for the
Mules and kept the m in the game with
nine saves.
The Mules will close o ut the regular season with a NESCAC league
game with in-state rival Bates College
on the Alfond field at 11 a.m. on
Saturday. Bates is currently ranked

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 28
•Volleyball
@ Williams vs. Middlebury
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 29
• Crew
- @ Fall CBB Head Race
» Field Hockey
vs. Bates
11 a.m.
• Women's Soccer
vs. Bates

ira.m.

NOAH BALAZS/THE COLBY ECHO

The Camels barely took a win over the Mules, with a final score of 2-1. The women are hopeful that they will
defeat the Bobcats this weekend in their last game ofthe season.
eighth in- the NESCAC to Colby's
ninth place p ositi on. The Bobcats
have taken NESCAC wins to
Wesleyan Un iversity and Trinithy
College, although they lost to

Amherst, whom Colby defeated.
"We have worked really hard this
season and despite inju ries to so me o f
our uppercl ass man leaders we have
been in every game," Bernatchez said.

I really want the girls to co me out
hard against Bates and to get that second leagu e win that they really
deserve for their hard work this season. "

• Volleyball
@ Williams
• Football
vs. Bates
1 p.m.
• Cross Country
@ NESCAC Championships
. Wesleyan
• , Men 's Soccer
vs. Bates .
1:30 p.m. .
• Volleyball
@ Williams vs. Hamilton
• Water Polo
@ Bowdoin
• Men 's Rugby
@ Middlebury
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 30
• Water Polo
¦
@ Bowdoin ¦¦
i .

NBA: prev i ew Colby water polo seeded third in league Mules slide past Camels
for second NESCAC win
and pred icti ons
a late se aso n tu rn aroun d, winning

By JEFF ALDEN
STAFF WRITER

HAMULI ' MAN

By AJ HERRMANN
Eastern Conference
Atlantic Division: Nets will take
this one easily as Vince Carter,
Richard Jefferson and Jason Kidd run
and gun their way to the top of the
division. Knicks and Celtics finish
two-three with Eddy Curry and Jamal
Crawford turning around five years
worth of futility and Al Jefferson
going nuts at the low post for the C's
(who will still miss the scoring of
Antoine Walker and the playoffs).
Sixers come in fourth as Chris
Webber and Allen Iverson get into a
brawl midway through the season
after Webber takes yet another misguided three in the third quarter of yet
another eight turnover game for the
Answer. Raptors bring up the rear.
Central Division: Pacers dominate
as Ron Attest comes back with something to prove and Jermainc O'Neal
returns back to his form of two seasons ago. Cavaliers make the jump to
second ns LeBron- James gets some
help with Donycll Marshall and Larry
Hughes. Pistons lose some of their
fire but still come in strong nnd make
the playoffs. Bulls get into the last
playoff spot in tlie cast nnd Bucks arc
lost and terrible.
Southeast Division: Heat win once
again as Dwaync Wade nnd Shnquille
O'Neal now have backup with the
acquisition of Jason Williams, Gary
Payton and Antoine Walker. Wizards
come in second ns Gilbert Arenas and
Antonio Daniels light it up from the
backcourt. Magic, Bobcats and
Hawks finish out of the playoffs as
Steve Francis continues to be the
worst point guard nt feeding his teammates the ball in the league, Emekn
Oknfor takes it to the next level but
doesn't have enough around him nnd
the Hawks arc the Hawks.
Eastern Conference playoff teams:
Nets, Knicks, Pacers, Cavs, Pistons,
Continued on Page 10
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The Colby water polo team is currently 6-2 and ranked third in the North Atlantic Division. They will travel to
Bowdoin this weekend to compete in the North Atlantic Division Championship.

By ALEXA LINDAUER
SP ORT S EDIT OR

Colby's water polo club is perhaps
one of the less well-known teams on
campus, but also one of the most
impressive. As a member of the North
Atlantic Division in the club branch
of the Collegiate Water Polo
Association , the team takes on New
Englnnd Small College Athletic
Conference schools such as
Middlebury College, Bowdoin
College and Bates College, as well as
larger schools with Division I clubs
such as the University of Vermont,
Boston College and Dartmouth
College. In fact , ns of Oct. 15,
Middlebury was ranked 14 and
Dartmouth wns ranked 17 nationall y
amongst men's collegiate water polo
clubs.
Although the team is taking on
competitors traditionally known for
their strong athletic programs, the
Mules have been quite successful.
They arc entering the North Atlantic
Division Championshi p this weekend
at Bowdoin with a 6-2 record.
The team practices four days n
week for nearly two hours at n time
nnd is comprised of 18 members, 15
of whom travel to tournaments. Aside
from the amount of time they put into

practicing, another reason for the
team 's success this season is the experience ofthe players.
Captain Chris DeSantis '06 said, "I
would say that 50 percent ofthe team
has played polo in high school , and
the other 50 percent arc former or current varsity swimmers and there is
some crossover." DeSantis said that a
key to success for the team is how
seriously they take their practice time,
which is necessary for a team which
has the lowest budget of all teams in
the league and lacks a coach.
DeSantis said, "Wc have n lot of fun
but also try to structure practices,
develop ' strategics nnd have started
doing some conditioning. Wc have n
commitment to being one of the best
teams in our club league."
The team has had two weekends of
piny this season , ench of which
involved four gnmes. On Oct. 1 nnd
2, the team traveled to Bates, where
they defeated Bowdoin in their first
match of the season , ns well ns
defeating Boston College nnd
Dartmouth before falling to
Middlebury in their Inst game of the
weekend. On Oct. 15 nnd 16, the
team competed nt Middlebury, where
they defeated Vermont, crushed Bates
13-2 nnd took a second win over
Bowdoin while falling to Dartmouth.
Their 6-2 record seeds them In

third place heading into the championshi p weekend. They will open
against Vermont, which is the sixth
seed, at 2:30 p.m. If they win that
game, they will then fnce off against
Bntes or Dartmouth , both of whom
the Mules are capable of defeating.
With a win in that match, the Mules
will head into the league championship match on Sunday, Oct. 30 at
noon. It is likel y that they would play
Middlebury in this match , which is
ranked 1st in the league. When the
Mules played the Panthers at the
beginning of the season, the final
score wns 12-7 in fnvor of
Middlebury, n five point deficit which
DeSantis ' and the team believe they
would hnye a chance of preventing if
they are to match up ngnin , fighting
for the championship title.
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The Colby College men s soccer
team won two matches in the past
week to improve their overall winning
record of 7-6. The Mules handled the
University of Maine at Farmington
Tuesday and beat Connecticut College
on Saturday; both games ended 2-1.
The defeat of Conn College was just
the second New England Small
College Athletic Conference win for
the Mules this.fall.
At Farmington, the Mules scored
early on and then controlled the ball
for the majority ofthe game. At 17:45
Captain Bobby Abendroth '06 scored
his third goal of the season off an
assist by Monty Hankin '06. Colby
physically dominated the ball , taking
24 shots to Farmington 's four.
Despite the Mules superior play,
Farmington managed to tie the game
up just before the hour mark. Head
Coach Mark Serdjenian explained,
"We controlled the game and were
unlucky tp find ourselves in a tie late
in the game; patience and persistence
paid off for us in the end." With 9:19
remaining Chris MacFadyen '07 tallied the game winner from a pass by
Todd Bocrtzcl '09.
The win against University of
Maine nt Farmington completes the
perfect season in non-conference
games, 5-0.
Commenting on the Farmington
game, Serdjenian snid, "Mike Butler
'09 was man ofthe match... he moved
to defense because several backs had
academic commitments and were late
or missing, so he filled in on 'D' and
did a great job."
"Everyone played solidl y and the
better team came out victorious ,"
Abendroth commented.
The Mules have made somewhat of

their past three away games. "Each
win is a boost to the confidencc.and
a win away against an athletic opponent like UMF was crucial going into
the weekend," Serdjenian said. The
weekend brought the Camels of
Connecticut College.
The Mules again came out aggressively scoring five minutes into play.
After recovering a loose ball in front
ofthe Camel goal, Abendroth chipped
in his fourth goal ofthe season.
Tying -the game was Conn 's Kyle
Neidhard who managed to get one
past Josh Kahane '07 at the 14
minute mark.
"We were knocking at the door all
game, missing a couple of major
chances. What stood out was the effort
in the game. We refused to let ourselves lose and everyone went 100
percent."Abendroth said.
The Mules tenacity paid off with
12 minutes remaining when sophomore Will Kinder netted the game
winner. "Once again we played hard
the whole 90 minutes and were
efforts,"
our
rewarded
for
Serdjenian said.
The defeat of Conn College gave
the Mules their second NESCAC win
this season and gave them a winning
record for the first time this season.
The Mules are now 7-6 overall and 26 in NESCAC play.
"Wc would love to finish up with a
winning record overall, one of our
preseason gonls," Scrdjcninn commented.
The Mules will face the Bates
College Bobcats on Saturday in their
final NESCAC game of 2005. The
Bobcats are currently 3-3-2 in
NESCAC piny. "It will be n game we
can win and although wc can 't make
the tourney, it would be nice to end
the season with three good wins,"
Abendroth snid,
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INSIDE SPORTS

Women s soccer defea ts Camels
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The women were able to break their spell of
tying in overtime with their 3-2 victory, paoe io

Volleyball takes three wins

The women nro now bonding into their last
paoeio
weekend of rcgulnr season piny,
_________
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